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ABSTRACT
Context. Software debugging is always an important and critical phase during the development
process. Software debugging is serious and tough practice involved in functional base test driven
development. Software vendors encourages their programmers to practice test driven development
during the initial development phases to capture the bug traces and the associated code coverage
infected from diagnosed bugs. Software applications with fewer threats of bug existence or faulty
executions are assumed as highly efficient and stable especially when real time software products are
in consideration. Any inconsistency or imperfection in early development phase of software product
results in low efficient system and less reliability. Statistical debugging of program source code for
visualization of fault is an important and efficient way to select and rank the suspicious lines of code.
This research provides guidelines for practicing statistical debugging technique for programs coded in
Ruby programming language.
Objectives. In this research work, we identified statistical debugging techniques available for
dynamic programming languages. Firstly, the statistical debugging techniques were thoroughly
observed with different predicate base approaches followed in previous work done in the subject area.
Secondly, a process of statistical debugging for programs developed in Ruby programming language
environment is introduced.
Methods. We implemented six basic and complex candidate programs chosen on the basis of their
complexity, lines of code and code structure in standard Ruby language platform as test subject for
study and analysis. Each candidate program was categorized to two categories having correct and
buggy line of codes. Predicates base statistical analysis of candidate program source code is done by
investigating false positive and false negative ratio during the test execution. Using this false positive
and false negative ratio, we can work on instrumented sites to analyze the anomalies in the execution
traces of source code.
Results. Results were obtained by using six different programs written in Ruby programming
language. Those programs were divided in three different levels on the basis of their complexity.
Results showed that SOBER is more efficient and accurate in bug identification and ranking than
Cause Isolation Scheme.
Conclusions. We conclude that, despite of extensive research in the field of statistical debugging and
fault localization it is not possible to identify majority of the bugs. We also concluded that SOBER
and Cause Isolation Scheme algorithms are two most mature statistical debugging algorithms.
Moreover, we concluded that our studies lacked in industrial validation of process practiced by us to
localize the buggy site within the source line of code of subject programs.

Keywords: Statistical Debugging, RUBY, SOBER, Cause Isolation
Scheme.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Dynamic programming languages are considered as a development environment having strong expressive
power and have no type declarations [1]. Dynamic programming languages are less typed in nature that is
why the declaration of variables before their actual usage has been reduced [1] [2]. In comparison with
the dynamic typing, static typing proceeds to define variables and its type during the declaration process
which will be checked during the compilation time [3]. However in dynamic programming languages the
type check of variables and objects is done during runtime. Moreover in dynamic programming languages
the class structure and hierarchy can be adjusted during the runtime [4].
Software source code debugging is an important and continuous activity. It is performed by developers
during development process of a software application written in dynamic programming languages
environment. In accordance to traditional approaches, debugging in dynamic programming languages is
usually performed in two steps [5].
1. Analyzing the execution trace of a software application to figure out the cause of a bug or failure.
2. Visualizing the unexpected response of a application during testing.
Two types of debugging approaches are followed in order to improve the quality of software [6].
1. Static Analysis Based Approach:
Static analysis is performed by analyzing the program source code and by static identification of
faults. Bugs identified in the static analysis approach tend to contain a high rate of false positives
[6].
2. Dynamic Analysis Based Approach:
Following the dynamic based approach for bug detection, bug tracking is performed at runtime
during the execution of a program. Dynamic analysis keeps track of the runtime behavior and
hence figures out the actual bug pattern/behavior by comparing the runtime behavior of correct
and incorrect executions respectively [6]. The run time behavior of fault occurrences can be
visualized by observing the false positive and false negative ratio. During the execution of a
program, whenever a bug or fault is encountered, stack information including root cause of the
bug and its description is collected and reported to a server automatically for analysis and follow
up.
In dynamic analysis based approach, compilation level checking is implemented based on a language
specification and hence can detect common programming bugs [6]. However there are other bugs which
are more related to verification of correctness of coding methods and functions for execution of desired
requirements being implemented [7]. Bug localization is the initial step towards automated debugging [5].
In dynamic analysis technique most of the source code that need further debugging is separated from rest
of the code. Selection and integration of an effective bug localization technique in the source code
identifies the bug locations with an accurate trace out information, hence it presents the appropriate
summary related to a bug. This information can be fruitful in understanding the cause of bugs in a
particular source code of these software applications.
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By using statistical debugging approach for localizing bug within the sampled source code, identified
bugs and affected code coverage can be visualized in more accurate way. The statistical method of
software debugging can handle the unsure and inconsistent bug existence by presenting the most accurate
traces of software failures [8].
Many previous fault localization techniques based on the dynamic debugging statistical debugging
revealed that an actual fault indicator is different from the specified or pointed trace location
[9][10][11][12]. Initially invariant based technique was studied to understand the invariant properties
related to a program‟s execution state that can be fruitful to relate the invariant properties of a program
faults to variations respectively [13]. An algorithm “DELTA DEBUGGING” was proposed by Zeller and
Hilderbrandt, which detach related variables of associated functions and narrowing the states of multiple
predicate implementation based on their pass and fail execution [13]. The algorithm presented by Zeller
and Hilderbrandt was based on localization of the fault by presentation of a program states using memory
graphs [13]. Agrawal et al. offered a bug localization technique implemented as Xslice [14][15].
According to Xslice, bug localization can be analyzed by subtracting the distinct correct execution state
from a distinct failed execution states respectively [15] [16]. Pan and Spafford in their studies proposed a
chain based family of heuristics to bug affected areas of the source code of a software program by using a
dynamic slicing technique [16][17].
Later on the Tarantula technique was presented by Jones et al. [18]. Based on which all the pass and fail
trace information related to the testing of a program for bug localization was collected and distinct
statements for both pass and fail scenarios were highlighted [16]. Afterwards Gupta et al. presented an
algorithm “SLICECHOP” by combining the DELTA DEBUGGING [13] and the Dynamic Slicing [17]
technique previously proposed by Zeller and Pan respectively [19]. The basic theme of the SLICECHOP
is to discover a simplified failure inducting input from the provided failing case by implementing Zeller
and Hildebrandt's algorithm [20]. Based on these failure inducting inputs backward and forward dynamic
slice are calculated from the incorrect output [16]. The insertion or intersecting point of a backward
dynamic slice and forward dynamic slice i.e. the chop, is assumed as the bug localization trace summary
[16].
Liblit presented the process the principal of predicate-based dynamic analysis [6] by keeping focus on set
of dynamic execution statistics of program source code. Liblit focuses on a set of dynamic execution
statistics and analysis performed on those statistics [21]. It monitors the program‟s state, code-flow,
control flow and data flow at runtime and identifies major reasons of a program failure [21]. Liblit
proposed a method to solve complete list of predicates with their respective scores [22]. SOBER is a
predicate based dynamic analysis technique [6]. SOBER can detect statistically more faults and bugs in a
code than any other state-of-the-art technique like Liblit [16]. SOBER evaluates each predicate in each
execution and provides more detailed information [16]. During each incorrect execution, SOBER ranks
each predicate according to the behavior of predicate i.e. how program will execute if a bug occurs during
the flow of program [16][6]. SOBER technique is based on estimation of a predicate likelihood either it is
true or false [22].
Statistical debugging techniques focus on runtime errors that have been left out by previous studies. The
statistical approach to software debugging is based on a fine-grained instrumentation of software and a
distributed data collection infrastructure. The Statistical debugging technique sketch out the program‟s
11

source code to gather data flow, program flows, program state trace information. Then statistical analysis
on collected information was performed to figure out the bugs [11]. This instrumentation technique for
the bug localization by using statistical debugging includes the insertion of some predicate based code
before the decisive logical structures - loop statements, function calls and return values of a program [22].
Based on the pass and fail, True / False – test case values of predicates, program execution is traced out
and related bug information is collected to figure out and modify the bug‟s actual location [11]. However
there are few issues associated with the bug detection predicates. One of those problems is that the
predicate implementation might affect the execution and termination state of a program [22]. Another
problem with the bug detection predicates application is for complex software systems where huge
numbers of predicates are implemented, of which many are rationally repeated [11]. In order to work out
on these above mentioned problems, specific algorithms or statistical instrumentation techniques are
required.
1.2 Aims And Objectives
The overall aim of study is to investigate the existing techniques and tools related to statistical debugging
and its application to modern dynamic programming languages (Ruby in our research). To achieve this
aim following objectives are set as goals to be achieved.





Identify and evaluate the existing statistical debugging techniques and algorithms for dynamic
programming languages.
To implement the most mature statistical debugging algorithm and adapt them to the Ruby
language.
Evaluation and analysis of SOBER and Cause Isolation Scheme algorithms in RUBY language
programs.
Comparative validation of SOBER and Cause Isolation Scheme debugging algorithm on
programs developed in RUBY language.

1.3 Research Questions
The following research question will be answered:
RQ1
RQ2
RQ3
RQ4

What are the existing statistical debugging techniques adaptable for Dynamic
programming languages?
How many existing techniques for statistical debugging are adapted to work in the
context of various dynamic programming languages?
How to adapt statistical debugging algorithm SOBER and Cause Isolation Scheme in
RUBY?
How will SOBER and Cause Isolation Scheme perform when these will be applied on
sample programs developed in RUBY?

Main Contributions

1.4

The main contributions of the study include:




A review of statistical debugging algorithms designed for fault and bug localization in dynamic
programming languages.
Comparative analysis of existing statistical debugging approaches for effective fault localization.
Analysis of results by implementing debugging algorithm SOBER in RUBY language sample
and seeded fault programs.
12

1.5 Research Methodology
The mixed research method was adopted to perform this research work. The study was planned and
conducted to four phases to answer the research questions and achieve the objectives of study.

Literature Review

Qualitative study of Debugging Algorithms

Phase 1
Observations from previous studies

Design statistical debugging process for programs developed in RUBY language

Phase 2
Implementation of debugging process in RUBY
programs

Process validation

Results analysis using SOBER and Cause Isolation
Scheme Algorithms

Phase 3

Quantitative Analysis

Phase 4
Analysis, results and
conclusion

Figure 1: Research flow

Phase 1:
In the first phase detailed literature review was conduct to learn in-depth study of available statistical
debugging techniques and related work done in the area of fault localizations. It guides us to identify the
most useful and suitable techniques required for statistical debugging process for programs developed in
dynamic programming languages. Phase one also helped us to learn the steps, procedures required for
statistical debugging process and the related attributes of study to implement the existing algorithms.
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Phase 2:
In the phase two, we have proposed a process of statistical debugging process for programs developed in
RUBY language. The attributes studied from phase one were used as objects of implementation and
analysis in order to validate the algorithms and results. The predicting and fault localization behavior of
proposed process was analyzed, verified and then tested by implementing bug injected programs in
RUBY language. Implementation of Ruby program was done in Netbean IDE by using standard RUBY
framework. Three simple and complex programs were implemented with and without having bugs, so that
the execution results can be analyzed by using statistical debugging algorithms. The results gathered from
executions were recorded and analyzed at the end of phase two.
Phase 3:
In this phase, data collected from the implemented programs and execution logs including program
termination states i.e. success or failure were analyzed by using statistical analysis process defined in
SOBER and Cause Isolation Scheme debugging algorithms. As a result of this phase, analysis of bug
injected programs was practiced by using most recent debugging algorithms. The analysis of this phase
was incorporated with the procedural steps of SOBER and Cause Isolation Scheme algorithms to validate
and test the proposed process of statistical debugging for RUBY programs.
Phase 4:
In the phase four, we have provided the analysis and results of proposed process of statistical debugging
for RUBY programs. The results were validated with the SOBER and Cause Isolation Scheme algorithms
guidelines and analysis of bug injected programs coded in RUBY language is presented.
1.6

Relationship Between The Objectives And Research Methodology

The main objective of presented research work was to design and propose a process for statistical
debugging for programs developed in RUBY programming language. Since much of the work has been
done in debugging of programs coded in other programming languages including C and Java, so a
comprehensive literature review was performed to learn the steps and procedure require for statistical
analysis of bugs within source code. Moreover the adaptability of debugging algorithm was also an
essential objective of the study and that was fulfilled by implementing the existing analytical techniques
of fault localizations in bug injected programs coded in RUBY language. The relationship between
research methodology and objectives is shown in figure below.
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Objective 1
Literature review

Objective 2

Proposed process of statistical
debugging for programs in RUBY

Objective 3

Implementation, Analysis & validation
of proposed process
Observations &
conclusion

Objective 4

Results analysis using SOBER and Cause
Isolation Scheme Algorithms

Figure 2: Research methodology and objectives association

1.7 Literature Review:
Literature review is one of the most important activities performed to investigate about the research topic
and related areas. Literature review guides to narrow down the topic area and hence recommends efficient
ways to explore the topic area. It is suggested to perform literature review in all type of research
approaches; however it plays vital role while doing exploratory research [1]. During our research work on
topic of statistical debugging, we have conducted literature review to answer research questions RQ1 and
RQ2. The results gathered from questions RQ1 and RQ2 were used to work on RQ3 and RQ4
respectively. The main reason of conducting literature review was visualization and learning of available
statistical debugging techniques and the procedural steps to perform these on source line of codes. The
review and synthesis of filtered articles during literature review activity was used to further analyze the
related work done and available procedural guidelines in the area of Statistical debugging.
1.7.1 Planning Literature Review:
The reason of conducting literature review is to collect and describe the available studies related to
Statistical debugging algorithms and their implementation for programs developed in different
programming languages [78]. To conduct the literature review, it was planned to gather the research
related topic areas during the period of 1998 to 2009. The motive of conducting literature review was to
get an overview of fault localization techniques and ranking models available for statistical debugging
algorithms.
1.7.2 Literature Review Conduction:
In order to conduct literature review for browsing the related studies about research topic, research
questions were disintegrated into keywords so that related domain areas can be identified. The search
keywords selected from research questions are as under:
RQ1

Debugging, Statistical debugging algorithms, Dynamic Programming languages
15

RQ2

Fault Localization, Predicates profiling, Source code Sampling

RQ3

RUBY, SOBER, Cause Isolation Scheme, Bug isolation, Statistical Debugging Simultaneous
Identification of Multiple Bugs.

RQ4

Cooperative Bug Isolation, SOBER, Cause Isolation Scheme

Boolean operator OR was used with listing of synonyms and key words. Boolean AND was used to form
different combinations of complex terms for relevant searching.
1.7.3 Key Words for Literature Searching:
The keywords used for searching literature relevant to research topic area are as under:








(Statistical Debugging OR Fault Localization OR Debugging Techniques) AND (Software)
AND (Source Code)
(Statistical Debugging OR Fault Localization) AND (Dynamic Programming Languages) AND
(Source Code)
(Fault Localization AND Predicates Profiling ) AND (Source Code)
(Statistical Debugging) AND (SOBER) AND (Sample programs)
(Statistical Debugging OR Fault Localization) AND (Cause Isolation Scheme)
(Statistical Debugging OR Fault Localization) AND (Bug predictors) AND (Fault localities)
(SOBER AND Statistical Debugging) AND (Dynamic Programming)

1.7.4 Utilized Databases:
The currently available software engineering search engines are not sufficient to perform literature
reviews [79]. In order to overcome this issue, seven major electronic research archive resources are
identified to search the literature related to software engineering [79]. During the literature review study
for our topic area, we have browsed different electronic databases listed below:








IEEE explore
ACM Digital library
Citeseer library (citeseer.ist.psu.edu)
Inspec (www.iee.org/Publish/INSPEC/)
Google scholar (scholar.google.com)
Science Direct (www.sciencedirect.com)
Springer Link

1.7.5 Study Selection Criteria and Procedures for Including and Excluding Primary Studies:
After performing literature review, we find relevant studies related to our research topic “Statistical
Debugging for Program developed in Dynamic Programming Languages-Ruby”. The instrumented key
words were used to filter out the relevant literature in selected electronic resources. The selection process
was formulated to identify the studies which are more supporting in context of research questions. The
main concern of conducting literature review was to figure out material, facts and figures that discuss the
statistical debugging algorithms and procedural steps followed.
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1.7.6 Inclusion criteria:
The research papers which fulfill the research queries and lie during the period of 1998 to 2009 were
included for further consideration. The inclusion process of research papers was performed on the basis
of following criterion:
1. Research papers/articles which are available and accessible in full text in different databases.
2. Research papers/articles that encapsulate the studies related to experimentation, comparative
analysis in topic area.
3. Research papers/articles which are peer reviewed by reviewers.
4. Research papers/articles that provide relevant knowledge about the procedural steps for statistical
debugging techniques.
1.7.7 Exclusion criteria:
The research papers which do not met the listings mentioned in inclusion criteria were discarded for the
literature study of research topic.
1.7.8 Data Extraction Strategy:
Data extraction forms were used to elicitate the information from primary filtered research papers. The
data forms with collected information were discussed between authors to validate the correctness and
relevance with the research topic. The collected data was further categorized in to two sections mentioned
below:
General Section
The general data of the related research articles was scripted by considering the following attributes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Article title
Conference/ Journal Name
Conference/ Journal published date
Search string / phrase used for research paper extraction
Data source repository browsed for research paper extraction

Specific Information Section
The specific data of related research articles was scripted and reviewed by visualizing the following
attributes in context of research topic area:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Academic.
Experimental study.
Case study.
Sampled source code.
Advantages and limitations of Statistical debugging algorithms.
Comparative study of traditional debugging approaches and statistical debugging algorithms.

After completion of literature review activity both authors verified and validated the research article
findings to minimize the duplication. Both authors shared the research article and papers findings by
using Google document share. The main concern of literature review activity was to elicitate and selects
17

the relevant studies in accordance to formulated search strings and visualizing the extracted factors for
general and specific sections specified.
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2. Programming languages
2.1 Overview of Programming Languages:
Programming languages are core of every computer software system. No computer can run without the
involvement of program written in it. To perform debugging of source code of some software system it is
important to understand the basic properties of programming languages. On the basis of properties of
different programming types, debugging can be performed and which makes analysis and development of
a scenario easy. This section will explain some features of the static and dynamic programming languages
and differences between them.
According to Mark Utting there are multiple types of programming languages [23] :







Object oriented programming language
Functional languages
Logic programming languages
Transformation Languages
Text formatting languages
XML-related languages

Programming languages are categorized on the basis of their syntax and semantics [24]. There is
difference between typed and un-typed programming languages, because some languages support variable
types, method types, and object types while others don‟t require any type during the compilation and
normal execution of programs [23]. These un-type languages define types at runtime. Similarly, some
languages don‟t allow casting of one type of variable to another while some support this feature [25]. In
table 1 there is a list of languages types that shows classification of different programming languages on
the basis of their type, problem space and paradigm [26].
The categorization of programming languages can be performed on the basis of following attributes:




Type System:
Type checking is performed on the programs by type system checks to restrict the occurrence of
compile time or execution errors [27]. In static type system base programming languages, the
procedure of type checking is performed at compile time of source code. On the other hand in
dynamic type system base programming languages, the procedure of discovering type errors is
performed during run time [27].
Programming Paradigm
Procedural type programming languages refers to concept where program states are executed
based on some procedures and modularity [29].
a) Imperative paradigm
Imperative programming languages refer to the concept where a variable may be
initialized to a value and later reallocated to another value. In the imperative
programming paradigm, programs in executions produce a series of states. The
imperative programs can be recognized on the basis of execution behaviors.
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b) Object Oriented (OO) Paradigm
Object oriented programming paradigm which allows application developers to write
code that defines both data type of data structures and operations performed on them.
Programming in OO paradigm allows developers to create components that doesn‟t get
affected when new object with same type is created, hence permitting to construct new
object inheriting the features of existing objects [28].
c) Functional Paradigm
Functional type programming types are based on computational actions performed by
evaluating expressions. These languages provide functional way of expressing functional
activities. Some languages in this paradigm can‟t produce fast execution of a program
than imperative paradigm.
d) Procedural Paradigm
Procedural type programming languages refers to concept where program states are
executed based on some procedures and modularity [29].
e) Declarative Paradigm
Declarative type programming languages are logical programming languages like prolog.
These languages try to retrieve what has to be computed. Structure of the declarative type
based on expressions. These types of languages show functional relationship between
input and output.
Runtime Environment
i.

Managed Environment
Managed runtime environment is also known as dynamic runtime environment.
According to Intel software network, it provides faster time to market, safer code, lower
development cost, cross-platform and reachable code.
ii. Unmanaged Environment
In unmanaged environment code is directly executed by operating system. Code written
in unmanaged environment, directly targets processor and is architecture dependent.
Table 1: Classification of programming languages

Language

Type system

Runtime Environment

Paradigm

Java
C#
VB.Net
RUBY
C
C++
Groovy
JavaScript
Python
PHP
ActionScript
Fortran
Perl
COBOL

Static
Static
Static
Dynamic
Static
Static
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Static
Dynamic
Static

Managed
Managed
Managed
Managed
Unmanaged
Unmanaged
Managed
Managed
Managed
Managed
Managed
Unmanaged
Managed
Managed

OO, Imperative
OO, Imperative
OO, Imperative
OO, Imperative
Procedural, Imperative
OO, Imperative
OO, Imperative
OO, Imperative
OO, Imperative
Procedural, Imperative
OO, Imperative
Procedural, Imperative
Procedural, Imperative
Declarative
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SQL
XQuery
BPEL
XSLT
XAML
Smalltalk
Objective-C
ABAP
Erlang
F#
Scala
M
Clojure
2.2

Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Dynamic
Static
Static
Dynamic
Static
Static
Dynamic
Dynamic

Managed
Managed
Managed
Managed
Managed
Unmanaged
Unmanaged
Managed
Managed
Managed
Managed
Managed
Managed

Declarative
Declarative
Declarative
Declarative
Declarative
OO, Imperative
OO, Imperative
OO, Imperative
Functional
OO, Functional
OO, Functional ,Imperative
Declarative
OO, Functional,Imperative

Classification of Programming Languages

2.2.1 Static Programming Languages:
Static term is used to refer languages, bound to compile before runtime like C, Pascal, JAVA, C# and
C++ [30]. Static languages are considered as compiler based programming languages that are more
efficient than interpreter based languages because of their capability to take earlier decision [30]. Static
programming languages check type at compile time; type is assigned at declaration time and it is checked
type at the time of compilation [31]. Flow of SPL can be described as [32][8]:

Figure 3: Flow of static dynamic programming languages

Wrongly typed or incompatible variable name results in error at compile time [31][33]. Example code of
static program written in C is as follows:
/* C code */
int num, sum; // explicit declaration
num = 5; // now use the variables
sum = 10;
sum = sum + num;
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2.2.2 Dynamic Programming Languages (DPL)
In term of programming languages, the word „dynamic‟ is used for taking care of bugs or errors at
runtime like Python, Ruby, PHP and JavaScript [31]. In dynamic programming languages type checking
is done at run time i.e. at the time of declaration there is no need of variable declaration type [31].
Dynamic typing is shown in figure 5 below [32]:

Figure 4: Flow of dynamic programming language

DPL are also known as weakly typed languages or type-less programming languages [31]. DPL takes
string as an input, then perform analysis and provide end results. These languages can change the types
and variables at run time [31]. DPL support new type addition, changes in functions already written and
allow alteration in classes at runtime [34].
DPL are very small and flexible to use. DPL helps to develop a well maintainable, evolutionary and
feasible program that can easily adapt changes in later stages, also it provides support in rapid
development, simple design and easily tested system [35][1]. This helps developer to write more code and
develop a product robustly. DPL helps developers not to put checks for type, as these will automatically
be handled by DPL at runtime and thus result in more productivity [33]. It provides support to
programmers like memory management; it provides memory dynamically [31]. This can be done by
allocating types to methods, variables and objects at runtime which helps in utilizing memory at runtime.
For a large system DPL is very attractive, because it provides multiple alternatives for object, method and
variable type [36]. It provides flexibility to the system, which helps in opting for multiple alternatives at
runtime. One major feature that DPL provide is, code optimization [31].
2.3

Difference between Static and Dynamic Programming Languages

2.3.1 Usability and Feature Aspects of Static Programming language
Main thing in static programming languages is typing, that restricts a programmer to use system types. It
is really hard to modify a static type programming language; they are less flexible as compared to DPL
[31][37]. Static programming languages require proper management for error control. There should be
proper memory allocation at compile time otherwise memory overflow error can be generated. Static
programming languages are considered as the most powerful languages, which help to develop a time
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efficient systems. Some static programming languages has GUI support available but mostly they don‟t
have GUI support. Static programming languages are used for complex data structures and extensive
algorithms. Static programming languages help is available extensively on internet but not everything,
also that help is too general not specific [31].
Encapsulation is a very important feature in static programming languages that helps to hide data in a
program for unauthorized access from one module to another. Static programming languages support
encapsulation from the beginning [38]. Multiple inheritances is available in all static programming
languages [31], which is a very important and one of the major advantage of static programming language
over dynamic programming language.
2.3.2 Usability and Feature Aspects of Dynamic Programming Language
When system is more critical and reliability is the major concern, then type-less languages balance this by
taking this headache on their own. Programmers don‟t need to consider types, hence results in more
productivity than static typed programming languages [31][39][40].
DPL has very powerful working environment, which helps to maintain safe error control mechanism [31],
like there is no memory overflow sort of things in most of the DPL as these are in static programming
languages. DPL allocate memory at runtime according to the requirements of the variable [37].
Researches proved that DPL are efficient enough to help developers to develop equivalent time efficient
code [39][41]. DPL has built in feature of structural conformance, which helps to reduce coupling
between interfaces [31]. DPL also provide good help for GUI design, also they provide good support to
modify and add behavior to control [39]. DPL also provide rapid application development by providing
support through quick code [39]. This makes DPL first choice for developers to use it for rapid
application development. DPL are used for applications where complexity lies in connection between
those applications [31][39]. These DPL are mostly open source programming languages and there is
extensive online support is available from installation till deployment [31] [39].
Encapsulation is a very important concept in programming. It helps to hide data internally and keep it
restrict different access rights on different modules [31]. Data can be hiding by using public, protected
and private concepts. DPL supports it either very less or not at all [38]. This is still a drawback in DPL,
even many languages provided support for encapsulation but then they removed it [38]. DPL has
capability to perform auto inspection i.e. they can inspect their codes by using their own compilers known
as introspection [31] [42]. Almost all dynamic programming languages provide this support.
Dynamic programming languages don‟t provide support for subtype inheritance but support for multiple
implementation inheritance is available [43] [44]. Some DPL use special classes known as Mixin, for
adding additional properties to other classes [31]. These classes don‟t have any instance as well as they
don‟t have super classes. They don‟t have any specific place to be put in hierarchy [31]. It also makes
code complex [43][31].
DPL are mostly open source programming languages hence there is extensive availability of help and
documentation available online. Help and documentation of static programming languages is also
available but DPL has from beginning and available extensively [31].
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Table 2: Differences between static and dynamic programming languages

Feature Aspect
Type Declaration
Productivity
Portability
Memory Allocation
Documentation Support
Encapsulation
Flexibility
Reliability
Memory Management
Types

Language Type
Static Languages
Dynamic Languages
Required
Not Required
Less Productive
More Productive
Some are very much portable some Mostly Portable
are not
At compile time or at runtime
At runtime
Available but not much
Extensively available and helpful
for beginners.
Available
Available but not much only in
very few at lower levels
Less flexible
More flexible
More reliable
Less reliable
Only few languages support Automatic memory management
automatic memory management
is available
Strongly typed
Weak typed
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3.

Software Debugging

3.1 Software Bugs
Software development is a primary process which goes in accordance to the modern technologies i.e.
different software development environments with the pace of swift growth. Every day complex software
systems face lots of runtime bugs during the execution process [22]. Humphery provided in his studies
that on average a software system consists of 10 to 20 bugs per thousand lines of code after performing
compilation and testing process [45]. The existence of bugs can become a cause of major software
breakdown and indirectly suffers the software vendor and users [22]. Approximately 50% to 80 % effort
of software development and testing process is utilized on bug detection and localization activities.
Software debugging is a process to localize the effective trace out locations of bugs in programs written in
all programming languages. Conventionally debugging is a manual activity performed in two steps [5]:
1
2

Debugging by analyzing the execution trace of software application to figure out the causes of bug or
failure.
Debugging by developer during testing i.e. automated testing, to visualize the unexpected response of
software application.

Due to the fact that process of development of software projects relies on great number of users and
testers which required having an effective fault localization technique. This specific fault localization
technique can highlight the most critical areas of software system at code as well as modular level so that
any specific debugging algorithm can be used to debug the application source. Now a day‟s many
complex or simple software systems are in corporation with open bug repositories to localize the bugs
The activation of software bugs during the execution process of software systems can become a cause of
system‟s unavailability or program crash with normal logical operation executions [3]. However the
impact of software bugs experienced in real time scenario is quite different than those which are identified
during the testing phase of software systems [47]. The impact difference due to scenario change from real
time defect visualization to testing phase is due to certain factors including execution environment change
and workload deviation. Several studies have been done on software bugs and their occurrences, many of
those focuses more on bug‟s identification during development and testing phase [6]. Endres presented
the readings about software errors which are identified during the inner testing of DOS/VS operating
system [48]. The categorization of software faults presented by Endres was oriented on high level design
faults to low level programming errors [3][48]. Glass [49] presented in his studies the high level pattern
oriented sketch of software bugs and their detection during the development activity of software system
[3]. Chillarege [50] discuss about the analysis of bugs and software defects during the testing phase of
SDLC in comparison to the scenarios of bug occurrence in real life [3].
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3.2 Software debugging, testing and verification
In a typical software development process, irrespective of development methodology followed,
verification and validation activities are employed in order to successfully complete the project as shown
in Figure 5.
System Requirements

Software
Requirements

Analysis

Verification

Design

Testing during
execution

Coding

Static Testing
Testing

Debugging

Production / Deployment

Figure 5: Software debugging, testing and verification process in software development process

The purpose of debugging is to trace and correct the code which may violate a known specification [51].
Debugging usually takes place in three stages of software development life cycle as shown in Figure 5.
These three development stages are coding, testing and deployment. In coding stage debugging is done by
the programmer, as soon as programmer writes the code programmer also verifies it and debugs it. Bugs
found in coding during this stage are quickly removed by developers before moving on to next
development stage. Then debugging takes place in testing phase, testers look for unexpected behavior by
program and debug as and when such bugs occur. Finally debugging is done in production/deployment
phase of development life cycle. When software is deployed and it performs its functions in real life
environment it is evaluated for performance, behavior, consistency etc. If software is found underperforming and/or inconsistent with functional and quality requirements it is debugged.
Verification process is done in order to validate the functional correctness of the program which is
possible by capturing the model of the behavior of program in formal language or by using program itself.
The formal specification of the system design is developed by using system requirements and attributes
associated to functional points. In most commercial software development companies there is no formal
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verification process however few companies do employ verification through debugging especially in the
domain of protocol verification and embedded systems. Verification through debugging is done by
comparing formal specification of system design to the functions that the program actually performs.
Testing is a typical verification and validation activity that is performed in almost every development
phase and throughout the software development life cycle. Before coding phase, static testing is done [52]
which is implemented for verifying requirement specifications, design specifications, coding standards etc
by reviews, checklists and/or inspections. Once system and software requirements are transformed into
program code in coding phase different dynamic and static debugging techniques can be applied to verify
the correctness of program.
3.3 Debugging process
“Debugging is the activity of identification of actions and events that causes for failure of mid level crash
down of normal execution of program before ending to final stage [53]”.
Software reliability and performance are the main attributes suffered from the behaviors of software bugs
[54]. Due to the triggering of any bug infected line of code in software code repository during the normal
execution, uninterruptable loop iteration or some overflow value of certain variable is observed. In the
process of debugging at initial level of diagnosis the failure area on which bug is discovered is manifested
first. Once the failure root is identified the developer then can iterate back recursively to the bug initiator
point. Even this backward tractability of source line of code at modular or application level to the bug
initiator area is a monotonous approach that might take the programmer to iterate on complex structures
of source line of code and deep lookup of object creations and destruction respectively [55]. However by
following the recursive tractability to the bug root cause area, programmers can visualize the effective
reasons of bug occurrence and base on these certain hypothesis will be constructed. Based on the
hypothesis, the source code associated to bug triggering area is recorded and the application is again
deployed with changes. There is an exception in this approach and that is the exact identification of bugs
related to memory leakage or buffer overflow issues. The main reason of such memory related bugs or
buffer overflow exception is the impact of such bugs comes on seen after a long time during the normal
execution process.
The backward and repetitive exploration of bugs by continuous analysis of source code is not much fruit
full activity. In order to provide an alternate approach then repetitive exploration for bugs, different
scenarios for software debugging are presented by researchers.
3.4 Dynamic Slicing
Dynamic slicing is a slice based recursive tracking approach used in both automated and manual
debugging. In this approach, programs are chopped in to slices and the results of these slices are then
analyzed by inducting failure as well as correct inputs. The dynamic slice of computed value or method
call in program source code at certain execution point encapsulates the related line of code, control
structures and events, related to the calculation of that particular variable [46].
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Following the approaches of dynamic slicing, programs can be sliced in to two ways:
1. Forward Dynamic Slices
Since the dynamic slicing involves all the related source code statements in relation with their
impact in certain variables, method calls or pointer to unallocated memory space. Forward
dynamic slicing point out all the trace out information of affected areas i.e. code snippets, control
structures, function calls etc. due to value change of certain variable.
2. Backward Dynamic Slices
In comparison with forward dynamic slicing, backward dynamic slicing in context of certain
variables or method calls include the related / dependant statements i.e. control structures,
inherited methods from object classes etc. that can influence on the value of particular variable
[46].
3.5 Fault Localization
Fault localization after the failure or crash of normal execution on program is a diagnostic activity of
software development process and requires much effort and resources for effective completion. In
traditional approaches, there are very less practices followed to indicate the trace out information of bug
and its initializing point. Following such traditional approaches like tracking of bug by printing execution
trace information or acquiring third party debuggers can be less effective for bug localization due to
consumption of more resources and time [56].
Since manual fault localization is a less effective and time consuming process, so in order to overcome
the resource and expense consumption many automated dynamic localization techniques have been
produced [56]. During the normal execution process of program‟s source line of codes, dynamic results
based on the execution behavior are obtained and then most likelihood of bug spots in program code are
highlighted accordingly. The result provided by predicates either can be in form of TRUE or FALSE
value, which represents the correctness behavior of program source code execution [5]. Moreover the
automated fault localization techniques also encapsulate the base line information related to the program
source code coverage and related test data generation. An empirical study of results gathered by
implementation of such “Coverage Base Fault Localization” techniques revealed that dynamic evaluation
of predicates implementation in program source code can visualize the likely hood and relevancies of
bugs in concern with their actual generating points.
Fault localization technique in context of the coverage based code analysis initiates with the source code
renovation from buggy program written in some dynamic programming language. The renovation of
source code by implementing bugs in critical and semi critical areas of source code generates large
number of instrumented areas to analyze the bug‟s occurrences and their behavior on normal program
execution respectively. On the basis of source code coverage information provided by instrumented sites,
programmers can visualize the indication and impact of failure point. Once failure areas are identified,
these are ranked in predicate based localized samples.
The sampling process involves introduction or insertion of predicates at multiple blocks within the source
code. The likelihood of sampled predicates within the program code will return either TRUE or FALSE
value. Base on these boolean returns, statistical algorithms are used to analyze the complexity and
criticality on rest of program executions due to such faulty areas. Fault localization can be visualized as
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an automated compact technique that required the insertion of predicate based statements within program
source code at modular or functional level, base on the results of which the buggy statements of
program‟s code will be replaced by correct pattern [57]. The discovery of anomalous predicates out of all
the implemented predicates can be done by executing the program with wrong data sets. Base on the
failing execution events, the anomalous predicates then derived to correct one and again a test execution
is performed to verify the updated code statements.
Fault Localization Techniques
As fault localization is the most base line activity to perform debugging process of source line of code,
many studies have been done so far in the domain of fault localization. Time factor is most important in
fault localization criterion implementation, so researchers have done a lot to identify the different ways to
automate the localization process. At one extent some of the techniques localize the fault computation
factor of statements within programs source line of code by coverage information provided by test suits,
however some other techniques work on binary search base evaluation of predicate based returned values
by looking at the PASS and FAIL execution on test cases to highlight the likelihood of buggy source code
statements [58].
a)

Tarantula

Software testing before release to end user‟s is an important activity to figure out the test results by
generating some test data to software applications. The analyzed data then can be used to visualized the
traces of software application source code that is not executed partially or fully due to some logical or
compilation error also called bugs. The non executed source code traces can be related to localize the fault
or buggy areas within source code. Tarantula in his studies utilized such datasets gathered from test suits,
base on Failure and Pass results on execution of test cases with multiple test data [58]. In context of each
test case with test data, the concerning source code structures including control structures i.e. If – else
conditional statements, Looping structures, function call and return values are analyzed respectively. The
primary concern of Tarantula fault localization is to locate those attributes within source line of code that
are more likely to create a fault by execution of Failed test cases in comparison with those that are
executed by Passes test cases [58]. In previous techniques the failure encounter situations are wrapped in
the overall source code coverage information by certain test case. However Tarantula visualize the more
in-depth of faults occurrences and their eventual behaviors by allowing the faults to happen not only for
Pass test cases but also for Fail test cases respectively [59],[58].
J. Jones and M.J Harold presented the Tarantula fault localization technique by a visualization tool that
relates the specification of each statement within source line of code to a specific value in relation with
the likelihood of fault existence and its impact [60][61]. Base on the execution of test case by using some
test data, fault related statements are then denoted by Red, Green and Yellow colors. Statements in source
line of code which goes in execution by implementation of fault test cases are denoted by Red color.
These red color marked statements are labeled as more suspicious to fault occurrences. The source code
statements which go in execution at earliest by implementing Pass test cases are then denoted by Green
color. Similarly the statements which executed both in random implementation of Pass and Fail test cases
are dented by Yellow color [60]. These Yellow labeled statements are not so much suspicious but are
labeled as “watched for care”. The mean spectrum value of these partitioned statements “hue” can be
calculated for statement s by using the following formulae:
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The hue factor in equation 1 presents the likelihood of faulty behavior of statement “s” respectively. The
value of hue factor can be between 0 and 1, where 0 is the most suspicious and 1 is less suspiciousness of
statement „s‟ [60]. In formulae (1), passed (s) represents the counting of passed test cases that executes
the program source code statement „s‟ one or more than one time [58]. In the same way failed (s) is the
number representing the counting of failure test cases that trigger the execution of source code statement
„s‟. Since this formulae base evaluation of Pass and failure test cases with certain test data is executed
with in test suite at some software application source code level so it can be used for measuring the hue
factor of additional coverage entities including functions, method calls and object – class relationships
[58].
Tarantula technique for fault localization can be more discussed by analyzing a sample program that
calculates the middle of three integers input by the user. The program is written in RUBY programming
language. A bug is injected in source code of program at a specific locality that can be triggered by
multiple test input values.
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def median ()
x = ''
y = ''
z = ''
m = ''
puts "Enter three numbers\n"
puts "Enter Number 1:"
x = gets()
puts "Enter Number 2:"
y = gets()
puts "Enter Number 3:"
z = gets()
m=z
if y < z
if x < y
m=y
Else
if x <z
m=y
# BUG
End
End
Else

Suspiciousness Rank
5,5,4

Test cases
3,3,5

Table 3: RUBY program evaluation of TARANTULA fault localization technique

S.no Ruby Source Code for finding the
middle of three numbers x, y, z
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0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.63
0.0
0.0
0.71
0.83
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13
1
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if x > y
m=y
Else
if x > z
m=x
End
End
End
puts("Middle number is "<<m)
End
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X
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X
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0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

31
31
31
31
31
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Table 3, demonstrates a bug injected program written in RUBY language environment. It takes three
numbers from user as input values and then calculates the middle value by executing the code lines
respectively. Program works fine for some input values, however by generating randomize inputs to the
program, it is observed that due to a bug at line 19 the programs identify the wrong middle values. The
test suite values used to analyze the fault occurrences and its impact on end result values is presented on
left of the table. The suspiciousness factor in the table above is calculated by finding the ratio between the
fail test cases to the total test suites and pass test cases to the total test pass test suites respectively.
Consider the statement 15 that is executed by all five test cases including Pass and Fail. According to
Tarantula ranking method code line 15 will be assigned by suspiciousness score of 0.63, because one
failed test case in the test case suite executes it. Similarly three test cases of total five passed test cases in
a test suit execute it. The calculation of assigning suspiciousness is given below:
Hue value can be calculated by using formulae given in eq. (1)

For statement 15,
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Statements of source code are organized to rank value in accordance to Tarantula technique. Initially
statement at line 19 is ranked as minimum index and hence it is the statement in set of source code line to
be inspected for bug existence. In case if the fault were not on line 19, then remaining statements will be
inspected for bug or fault existence. Statements 1 to 16 are having same suspiciousness values because
these will be executed for any test case data from the test suite, hence are indexed with same ranking
value. However there is inconsistency for line 16,17,18,19 and 23 so calculation of suspicious by using
formula in eq. 1 gives different value. The statement with very less rank value will more likely to be the
cause of bug and therefore will be inspected first for fault occurrences.
3.6 Statistical Debugging
Statistical debugging is a technique to implement different algorithms/techniques on different programs to
identify bugs. Statistical debugging is used to track down different bugs in a program and for each bug
identify most critical predicate. These predicates then ranked on the basis of different statistical
debugging algorithm. Figure 6 shows the flow of statistical debugging of sample programs.
mean

Figure 6: Statistical Debugging Flow

Statistical debugging can be used to rank predicate on the basis of their criticality in the code. Also many
algorithms like Context aware statistical algorithm, Baysdebugg, Cause isolation scheme, SOBER can
debug return calls, function calls, predicates and exceptions.
The major limitation with statistical debugging are:
1. Statistical debugging requires effective implementation of predicate to visualize the bug traces
within the sampled source code. Inappropriate predicate implementation might cause useless
results and wastage of time
2. SD involves complex computational and ranking process to visualize the effected code coverage
and associated computations. However SD seems to be less effective to perform fault localization
of API / DLL base source code.
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Statistical debugging of dynamic programming languages is an evaluating field and because of its
evaluation it is still facing many problems. No proper algorithm has been defined for dynamic
programming languages. There are many differences between static and dynamic programming
languages, as discussed in section 2.3.2. On the basis of these differences, it is difficult to implement
similar checks of static languages in dynamic languages. Because of type declaration at run time it is hard
to predict bug according to type of the predicate. Syntax for loops in static languages is almost same but
in dynamic languages especially ruby it is different and complicated which adds problem in implementing
general statistical debugging algorithms on dynamic languages. Programs in dynamic programming
languages are not as lengthy as of programs in static languages, it may effect on results obtained from
statistical debugging.
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4. Techniques of Statistical debugging
4.1 Context Aware Statistical Debugging
Debugging is a very important part of software development process because despite of lot of effort on
debugging and bugs free production; still software is not fully bug free. Debugging takes place in 2 steps
[62]:
1. Under testing
2. During development by developer through its execution.
These tasks can be difficult, tedious and full of errors; these problems can be resolved through automated
tested using bug localization [62]. Bug localization filtered out unrelated code and only focused on
specific code that reduces time of debugging [62]. Debugging can be performed by waiting for feedback
or response from user against specific software; this is a multi-step method that involves [62]:
1. Small bugs are injected in a program.
2. Users send response against those programs in a database
3. Perform postmortem analysis to statistically debug the software on the basis of responses
gathered from users.
This process in shown in figure 7 [62]:

Figure 7: The framework of a general bug localization approach

Statistical debugging is performed in context of cooperative bug isolation which is based on safe and
secure infrastructure [62]. In cooperative bug isolation program predicates are recorded, which later on
ranked by using statistical model in order to figure out how much these predicates are close to bugs, then
highly ranked bugs can be checked [62]. Cooperative Bug Isolation (CBI), answer the question which is
related to where bug is but it doesn‟t answer how these bugs can be debugged [62]. Context aware
debugging is useful for answering such question, also it not only debug single predicate but also predicate
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correlation [62]. “Context aware debugging is a combination of CBI infrastructure, feature selection,
clustering in machine learning and control flow graph analysis”, Lingxiao Jiang Zhendong Su. Figure 7
shows the working of Context aware debugging system.

Faulty Control Flow Paths with Bug
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Figure 8: Organization of context aware debugging

CBI is a used to find bugs from end users, i.e. CBI analyze profile received from users after giving them
instrumented program [63]. CBI follows few steps as described in figure 8. CBI will debug a program
with n number of statically instrumented predicates. It‟ll then observe how many times a predicate has
been executed during an execution of that program and it will be recorded in n-dimensional vector. More
details about CBI have been discussed in previous section. For context aware debugging CBI used three
types of predicates [62]:
1. Branches
2. Returns
3. Scalar-Pairs
Machine Learning used a dataset U where each data point U. P is a set of predicates ranging from 1 to n.
Each predicate collected from CBI will correspond to dataset U [62]. Machine learning based on three
steps [62]:
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1. Classification
2. Feature selection
3. Clustering
Two machine learning algorithms were used in this method [62].
1. Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
2. Random Forests (RFs)
Feature selection is a very important step in bug localization framework whose main task is to select
critical predicates. In this framework classification algorithm has been applied for k-feature selection
[62]. That feature will be assigned a number on the basis of its criticality which helps to choose top-k
level bugs predictors. Scores will be computed by the help of SVMs and RFs [62]. In SMs [62]
M (u) = u . ω
Where ω = { ω1, ω2 … ωn}
i-th feature‟s importance score can be calculated using SM(P i) as |ωi| or ωi2 [3], and ωi has direct impact on
Pi. The important score of a predicate SM (Pi) is defined as partial derivative of M(u) w.r.t. to i-th
predicate [62]:
SM (Pi)
RFs are also used for calculating scores of predicates. With the change of predicate value, classification
function will also change. RFs use M (u) to classify predicate value points P i. For machine learning it is
important to use more than one algorithm to make calculation effective for this in RFs two algorithms are
used for k feature selection results [62].
1. Halving
From two lists of size greater than K/2 features, choose at least k/2 features.
2. Rank Mediation
Select top k features on the basis of their ranking.
Feature selection is a vertical view while clustering is horizontal views, which focused on considering
profile of all predicates as one unit and predicate correlation is considered as one similar horizontal unit
[62]. Then k-means clustering was applied, which states that [64]: all predicates are partitioned into
clusters in such a way that:
1. Distance between any two predicates in a cluster should be less than define number e.
2. Distance between mass centers of any two clusters should be greater than defined number e.
Lets there are two predicates p1 and p2, they are characterized by p1 = {v11, v21…vn1} and p2 = {v12,
v22…vn2}, there distance can be calculated as [1]:
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Where

Where r1 and r2 are v1 and v2 linearly scaled to [0, 1] respectively.
Next step is branch prediction, which describes how predicate relates with the bugs. Idea is to get the
control flow graph with the help of predicates also much information about failures can be gathered from
these predates [62]. According to [62]:
C = branch condition
CT and CF = two profiled predicates
There truth value in failed can be defined as:
1. This feature will identify those predicates that are most likely related to failures.
2. This process also helps to calculate truth values of other predicates by analyzing the horizontal
views.
Truth values of CT and CF are [1]:
(CT == false ∧ CF == false) ⇒ C == neither
(CT == false ∧ CF ≠ false ) ⇒ C == false
(CT ≠ false ∧ CF == false) ⇒ C == true
(CT ≠ false ∧ CF ≠ false) ⇒ C == both

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

This branch prediction helps to identify transverse control flow graphs, which help to correlate many bug
predictors. Heuristics are used to search predictor paths. Algorithm 1 chooses bug predictor closest to the
entry in a program [62], and starts transversal from one node to another till all predictors are covered.
PATHGEN is the one used for heuristic to choose branch for CFG. Four types of conditions were defined
for branch condition C in heuristic one [62]. 2nd heuristic is, constructed path should always begin at
function entries and these should always end at exit. This will help to provide complete path [62].
Algorithm 2 is used to remove unnecessary portions from identified paths and then order them to do
inspection [62].
This debugging technique was tested on Siemens Suit and on Rythmbox and Table 4 shows how many
bugs this algorithms has identified on Siemens suit where each column shows number of bugs identified
by inspecting many version of the programs in suite [62].
Table 4: Results for the Siemens test suit [62].
% of
examined
code

< 1 line

<2 line

< 5 line

< 10
line

<1%

<2%

<4%

< 10 %

< 20 %

Total % code examined
in all versions: 3967 /
43433

# of bugs
found

11

31

52

64

38

45

54

67

73

79 out of 132 bugs

On Rythmbox this algorithm proved that three bugs are similar to previous ones identified by Liblit and
two bugs are previously unknown. Table 5 shows performance of LIBSVM-based experiment on
Rythmbox.
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Table 5: LIBSVM-based experiments on rythmbox
Instrumentation
Predicates

Number of
Predicates

branches
return
Scalar-pairs

6863
25287
400185

Time (minutes) of
Feature
Selection

Clustering

PathGen

41
45
654

30
770
n/a

<1
<1
n<a

Classification
Accuracy

99%
99%
99%

RandomForests was also used to perform experiment on rythmbox with a smaller data set having 219
successful and 87 failed runs [5]. Random Forests failed to identify many useful bugs instead of being
tested on smaller set [62].
By analyzing results it has been proved that this approach has not effectively localized all bugs. Many
effective bugs are still unidentified [62]. Also it proved that many program locations are not properly
instrumented with bugs [62]. Third problem that has been discovered is number of false runs that have
affected results badly [62].
4.2 SOBER
SOBER is a predicate base on dynamic analysis technique [16] base on detailed statistical analysis of
evaluated predicates during execution process of source line of code. S OBER can detect statistically more
faults and bugs in a code than any other state-of-the-art technique like Liblit et al [16]. SOBER evaluates
each predicate in each execution and provide more detailed information [16][66]. During each incorrect
execution, SOBER ranks each predicate according to the behavior of predicate [16][66]. SOBER based on
estimation of predicate likelihood either it is true or false [63]. These fault localization can hardly be
distinguished as static or dynamic [16]. SOBER provides effective method for fault localization [67]. In
static analysis, program defects can be detected by inspecting source code against a well specified
program model [67][68][69][70].
SOBER works in a step wise process [16]:
1. In first step it implements programs with predicates, and in each execution it monitors its
behavior.
a. It will be done by evaluating predicate P using Bernoulli trial:
i. P always gives true or false in each evaluation.
ii. Then in evaluation bias, probability of P being true has been estimated.
iii. It will give a random sample using a statistical model.
2. In second step it ranks predicates. Ranking depends on the abnormality of each predicate during
each incorrect execution. SOBER filter fault relevant predicates automatically on the basis of these
states of P [67].
SOBER can figure out the detailed statistical analysis base conclusions of predicates and their executed
resultant values [16]. In comparison with the SOBER statistical debugging technique, LIBLIT
determines the predicate „P‟ condition for only the two probabilistic scenarios [16].



Pr1 = Pr (P fails | P observed during execution).
Pr2 = Pr (P fails | P observed TRUE during execution).
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Based on the probabilistic difference calculation of these two scenarios, LIBLIT technique evaluate the
relevancy of predicate „P‟ to the fault occurrence during the normal execution of program source code.
However the ranking model of LIBLIT technique for fault localizations encounters some concerns in
regard of the predicates fault relevancy during programs failures for TRUE executions [12].
4.2.1 A motivating example of SOBER for RUBY program
In this section a detailed and more elaborated example of probabilistic evaluation for modeled predicates
is described. This sample source code description depicts the selection of correct and incorrect execution
trace outs for bug localization in source code written in RUBY programming language. The mathematical
analysis performed in this example is done by using the procedural steps performed in [12].

Table 6: Ruby Source Code for finding the mid of three numbers x, y, z

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
20
31
32

def median ()
x = ''
y = ''
z = ''
m = ''
puts "Enter three numbers\n"
puts "Enter Number 1:"
x = gets()
puts "Enter Number 2:"
y = gets()
puts "Enter Number 3:"
z = gets()
m=z
if y < z
if x < y
m=y
Else
if x <z
# Statement A
m=y
# BUG, Statement B
End
End
Else
if x > y
m=y
Else
if x > z
m=x
End
End
End
puts("Middle number is "<<m)
End

The source code in Table 6 refers to a program written in RUBY programming language to calculate the
median of three input values. The program MEDIAN comprises of 32 lines of code and it process the 3
input values entered by user to perform median calculation. The code line at index 19 was injected to
generate bugs during the normal execution of program for random inputs for variables x, y, z. The
injected bug is a logical error which can be easily trace out by using conventional runtime debugging
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tools provided in programming language IDE‟s. The main aim of predicate base tracking of bug within
the source code is to direct the developers to buggy area the structures and variables associated to it by
using the comparative probabilistic behavior between success full and incorrect executions [12].
Consider the program given in table 1 with line 19 commented as wrong with incorrect outputs.
Similarly it implies the fact that program as correct having no bugs and correct output respectively. As
the concern of statistical debugging mostly lies with the bug injected programs so all the procedural steps
must be worked on with program .
Consider two Boolean variables A and B which represents two associated lines of code given in table 1
for program developed in ruby. The possible combinations of variables A, B with particular branching
sets with predicate and
are shown in table 7. These possible combinations are irrespective of the
logical check that whether the execution enter or skip the conditional block starting from line 14 and
ending with ELSE at line 22.

The branching action of the program

and

are shown in table 10 below:

Table 7: Branching action of programs

Enter
Enter

Omit
Omit

Enter
Omit

Omit
Omit

and

The comparative analysis of buggy program and shows that the predicates results as expected while
instrumentation become visible only for the state ∧
= TRUE i.e. whenever the condition of at
line 14 skip the block it enters the ELSE block having bug code at line 19 causing the wrong results. So it
can be visualized that the incorrect control flow of logical IF statement leads to the triggering of bug and
hence the instrumented site to check the bug traces reached. Consider another super clause statement at
line 14 which is the main IF condition encapsulating the sub condition at line 14 of sample code given in
table. Now the bug can only be triggered if the main clause skips the execution to else block which holds
the .
The bug relevancy for the predicate associated to can be found by looking at the scenario of predicate
execution and its resultant values i.e. True, in bug code execution. The comparative analysis of behavior
program in context of incorrect and correct execution is elaborated in detail in table 8 below:
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Table 8: Correct & incorrect execution in programs

and

=0

4.2.2 Predicate ranking
The transformation of SOBER algorithm for RUBY programs is performed by visualizing same problem
settings as initially done for other sampled programs. Consider program given in Table 9 for predicate
ranking. Let T (P) be the set of test data values used to check the behavior of execution and output results
of program [12].
T (P) = {tc1, tc2, tc3, tc4… tcn-1, tcn} , tc is the test case dataset
Each test case has input data value tc d and expected output tcθ. The range of input data values and the
output can be given as:
T (P) = {tc1, tc2, tc3, tc4… tcn-1, tcn}

Where

= (tcdi, tco) (

)

Program will be executed for each test case
to get the output o „i.e. o „=
. We suppose that
program passes the test case if and only if the value of o „= o . Similarly the program
fails if the
resultant of o „is not identical to o . On the basis of these two aspects of program
with test data as
input and resultant Pass or Fail states, we categorize the test suite T (P) in two divisions [12].
T (P)Pass ={

| o ‘=

} ⇒

matches o

T (P)Fail ={

| o ‘=

} ⇒

does not matches o

The program executes the test cases
successfully if
results correctly. Here successful execution
doesn‟t mean the program results correct output, therefore the impact of correct executions relates directly
to the expected output. For a given program
having a bug at line 19, the main aim is to identify the
locality of the bug region and associated control structures or line of code. This can be done by analyzing
the program with test suite T suit = T (P)Pass U T (P)Fail . For instance we executed the program with
different parametric values of x, y and z. The corresponding scenarios for each iterative test data
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execution are set as success and failing. Random input values are triggered to the program to automate the
execution process with multiple set of values with in specified range.
Table 9: Tsuit execution in success and failing scenarios
Execution result
Test Case (TC)
Success
Failing
)

TC1

)

23

17

15

25

31

9

)
)

TC2

)
)
)

TC3

)
)

4.2.3 Probabilistic analysis of predicates execution
In traditional approaches, predicates sampling and instrumentation relates to any of the source line of
code, conditional statement or looping structure [12]. However for each type of predicate the resultant
value must be either TRUE or False based on the normal or exceptional behavior of program. We
executed the program given in table 6 with multiple iterations and random datasets, so in order to analyze
the TRUE results of predicates evaluation bias procedure will be implemented. The evaluation bias will
provide the probability of predicates for TRUE values during the execution process [12].
Let
be the probability of predicate P that reflects the resultant value TRUE during each test case
execution. According to [12] the evaluation bias for predicate P can be calculated as

In equation (a),
is the total number of times the predicate value results to TRUE and
is the number
of times the predicate returns to FALSE during subsequent iteration of execution. Let
and
be the probabilistic density function to calculate the evaluation bias of predicate on T (P) Pass
and T (P)Fail on random samples of test case data. Instrumented predicate is more relevant to software
bug if the probability of evaluation bias for successful runs
is different than that of
[12]. The difference between
impacts directly on the relevancy of bug with in
specific area of program code i.e. the larger the difference, the will be more relevant to bug [12] [16].
The similar run scenario between
is defined by a similarity function given below
[12][16]:
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The ranking of instrumented predicates can be performed by taking negative logarithm of similarity
function
[12].
⇒
4.3 Cause Isolation Scheme
Liblit proposed a statistical debugging algorithm that encapsulates programs with predicates and perform
fault localization through statistical analysis of those predicates [16]. Framework described by Liblit
approached to guess and eliminate a deterministic bug and other non deterministic bug can be eliminate
logistic regression technique is used [16]. Cause Isolation Scheme is another most mature algorithm
which is an enhancement of Liblit05 for statistical debugging. Cause Isolation Scheme was tried on
multiple test studies and with thousands of input runs and it proved more efficient than many other
algorithms [73]. It helps to identify large variety of bugs in real world environment [73]. It is a fast
algorithm and it identifies bugs quickly and isolates bugs from code simultaneously [74].
Cause Isolation scheme for statistical debugging is an extension of the Liblit statistical debugging
technique model for collecting the statistical analysis of predicates results. Using the Cause Isolation
Scheme multiple bug predicates are isolated based on statistical consequences from a program‟s failure.
The isolation of predicates relevant to multiple bugs was done by doing the statistical analysis of test
cases for the iterated super and sub –bug predicates [71]. The input parameters required for the isolations
of super and sub predicates are the count value of the number of times a predicates generate TRUE result
during the normal execution of program [72]. The instrumented predicates within the source line of code
of programs which predicts the failure of execution due to various bugs are called as Super predicates.
Sub predicates are the division of failing execution of conditional statements for a specific bug [72]. The
program failure traces analysis cannot be assumed even some predicate is true and vice versa, i.e.,
predicates results to false and the program execution succeeded [16]. However the probabilistic analysis
of the results gathered from predicates execution can be used to justify the predicate as True or False
accordingly [72]. The equation given below can be used to compute every instrumented predicate P for all
set of test data [72].

In equation 1 Failure is the factor for all the instrumented predicates P within the source line of code,
Crash is the integral predicate that results to True for failure execution and False for successful execution
of program. The estimation factor for predicate P can be calculated as [72]

The equation 2 presents the failure rate with respect to the predicates P which are either observed as True
or False. This also describes that if a predicate P is not observed i.e. P is not executed during the normal
execution of source code or program crashes before reaching the instrumented site. it will not affect the
failure ratio of the sampled predicates [72][16]. S (P) is the number of successful runs for which
predicates values returns TRUE with at least one occurrence during the normal execution of program. The
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non affection of failure value for specific predicate or bunch of sub predicates reveals the concept of
deterministic and non deterministic bugs. If the resultant value of Failure (P) =1.0, the bug will be
consider as deterministic. A deterministic bug also disclose the concept that it only occurs when predicate
P is never examined as True during the successful execution of S(P) and also P is examined as True in at
least single False execution i.e. F(P) > 0 [72]. On the other side if F (P) < 1, it shows the non
deterministic bug having minimum score values to show the association between the instrumented
predicates and program failure trace information [72].
Source code provided in table 9 implies that there is a bug at line number 19. This bug inherits the
triggering effect from preceding conditional statement i.e. if x < z, now if this condition results true the
bug will expected to be on scene by assigning the value of y to variable m. At line 14 we have code line
if(y < z) which acts as sampled predicate. If this conditional statement returns TRUE value the execution
goes to sub block. This implies that predicate if(y < z) is a good nominee to visualize the cause of bug so
Failure (if (y<z)) = 1.0. Moreover on line 19 of source code, we figured out that Failure (if x <z) also
computes to 1.0 which is higher rate of predicate assumptions for cause of bug at line 19 hence S (if x <z)
=0, unless the code reaches to line 19. The reflection of S (if x <z) =0 results to the value of Failure (if x
<z) to 1.0, however it doesn‟t mean that this statement is fully the cause of bug triggered at line 19. The
triggering event for the cause of bug however is observed earlier during the execution of code at line 14
and 18 respectively. The value of Failure () at predicate (if x <z) just shows that it is checked on the
iterative path of source code where bug infects the end results.
The sub level iterative value analysis of Failure() reveals that the predicates are not directly influential in
observation of bug by keeping in view the TRUE value of predicate and source code area where it is
checked [72]. So we can suppose that the probability of predicate (if x <z) at line 18 is already calculated
as 1.0 and the TRUE value of this predicate does not impacts on probability to trigger the bug by previous
predicates at line 14. According to [72] the probability of total set of test values for which predicate P is
observed as Fail can be defined as [72]:
⇒
In eq.3,
is not representing the resultant values of all test data due to the fact that in each
execution the observation of P and
can be different base on the execution sequence. The probability of
executed test data for which the predicate P is observed and the programs fails due to bug can be
calculated using Context (P) equation given below [72]:

The difference value between equation 2 and 4 can be calculated as [72]:

Using [72] for predicate (if x <z) we have:
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4.4
BAYESDEBUG
For fault localization there are many algorithms, among them SOBER and LIBLIT are most effective. To
evaluate a certain piece of code first number of predicates are being instrumented which is evaluated each
time that code is executed [65]. During each evaluation history of that predicate is recorded and each
execution is profiled as a vector of predicate evaluations. In n passing cases and m failing cases, each
predicate is then ranked according to their likelihood to be fault-relevant [65]. According to previous
studies described in [65][12], fault localization has been performed on reasonably large programs and
data was gathered, but when size of those programs was decreased the quality also get degraded.
BAYESDEBUG is an automated fault localization algorithm inspired by manual debugging algorithms
and it is based on Bayes‟ theorem [65]. There are some tradeoffs and principals in BAYESDEBUG
algorithm [65]:
1. Notion of correctness is automatically derived from passing executions.
2. These notions are then encoded with respect to their predicates evaluations.
3. These notions are then contrasted at the end of executions.
BAYESDEBUG are based on three steps [65]:
1. Predicates instrumentation
2. Formation of notion of correctness and incorrectness.
3. Contrast of notion of correctness and incorrectness.
In BAYESDEBUG, there are two types of predicates i.e. branch and call, which states two conditions i.e.
true and false for branch B and six states for call i.e. C ≤ 0, C > 0, C = 0, C 6= 0, C < 0, and C ≥ 0 [65].
During each execution Predicate P will be evaluated each time. After execution profile history of each
predicate is analyzed [65]. BAYESDEBUG treat each predicate equally, there is no ranking system in it.
For the formation of notion, if X=1, P is evaluated as true else false [65].
Where X = random variable used to represent evaluation of predicate P.

And
Where,
= head-probability
If is large between passing execution p and failing execution f, then it means there is more probability
of predicate P to be fault-relevant [65]. After the evaluation of predicate P, n times then X = {X1, X2,
X3… Xn}
After X has been observed, the Beta distribution prior and posterior of is observed. Prior values of
observed by θ
by and posterior value is observed by [65]:

is
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Next notion contrast has to be performed, for this Kullback-Leibler divergence is used for two
distributions i.e. θ
θ
. Two dimensions in Kullback-Leibler are described as p(x) and q(x)
and KL-Divergence KL (p||q) is defined as [65]:

θ
θ
notion easy let,

are closed notions which help to analyze according to KL-Divergence [65]. To
(a) make

Then KL-Divergence is: p(x) = Beta(c, d) and q(x) = Beta (a, b). But before putting these values in (1)
some more calculations have to perform in order to calculate KL-Divergence. Divergence between
θ
θ
is denoted as
θ θ and is calculated by [65]:

θ θ tells the fault relevance score, then each predicate is ranked from top to bottom, and predicate
with more fault relevance score are considered as more fault relevant predicates [65]. Because of the use
of Bayesian modeling for θ
θ that is why it is known as BAYESDEBUG.
BAYESDEBUG is compared with three matured bug localization algorithms:
1. SOBER
2. LIBLIT05
3. DELTADEBUG
There are some similarities between BAYESDEBUG and SOBER as both used Bernoulli algorithms to
evaluate predicates, secondly both methods based on head probability θ and both methods use two
probability distributions to describe the uncertainty of
Differences between SOBER and
BAYESDEBUG are described in table 10 below [65]:
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Table 10: Differences between SOBER and BAYESDEBUG [65]

Approach to the fault localization
f( p|Xp) is obtained from
Approach to quantify the distribution divergence

SOBER
Frequentist
Multiple Executions
Hypothesis
testing
approach

BAYESDEBUG
Bayesian
One execution
Analytical form testing

LIBLIT05 is totally different from BAYESDEBUG as compared to SOBER as LIBLIT05 used two different
types of predicates evaluation and return either true or false [65]. Predicates that LIBLIT05 take are:
Context (P) = Pr (Fail | P evaluated),
Failure (P) = Pr (Fail | P evaluated true),
And Increase (P) = Failure (P) − Context (P).
In DELTADEBUG, contrast one failing executions against a one passing execution [65]. This contrast is
displayed on memory graph which is a graphic representation of relationship between program variables.
DELTADEBUG locates failure-including variables and associated source code with them.
Grep-2.2 was selected as the program understudy and it has 9745 of C language and two logical faults
were seeded in that program manually. First BAYESDEBUG was used with one fault only, and developed
two test cases where one is passing and second is failing [65]. These test cases are denoted by p1 and f1.
BAYESDEBUG generates ranking of the top two predicates as shown in table 11 below:
Table 11: Top two predicates of fault 1 [65]

P1
P2

Predicate Content

Location

(beg !=lastout)= true
(lastout)= true

Line 574 of grep.c
Line 549 of grep.c

These predicates are ranked high because of number of times each predicate has been evaluated.
According to [5], P1 was evaluated most of the times in p1 and P2 was evaluated maximum number of
times in f1. These ranking helps developer to trace out bug place as it is clear to identify predicator
position and bug corresponding to that predictor [65]. For second fault again two test cases were design
named as p2 and f2. After running BAYESDEBUG on these two test cases top ranked predicate was
identified and named as P3 [65].
On the three identified top predicates other two algorithm, L IBLIT05 and SOBER, were also tested. There
comparison is shown in table 12 [65]:
Table 12: Comparison of SOBER, LIBLIT05 and BAYESDEBUG [65]

Fault1
Fault2

P1
P2
P3

LIBLIT05

SOBER

BAYESDEBUG

7th
23rd
24th

10th
23rd
11th

1st
2nd
1st

Table 12 shows the ranking of predicates in these three techniques. It is clearly shown that L IBLIT05
ranked predicate 1 as 7th, SOBER ranked it 10th and BAYESDEBUG ranked it 1st. Similarly ranking for other
predicates is also shown in Table 5. According to [65], DELTADEBUG is not useful for these test cases; it
either halted or gave error as soon as it was run. To check the quality of B AYESDEBUG, 15 combinations
were executed against each fault in S OBER, LIBLIT05 and BAYESDEBUG. Results showed that
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BAYESDEBUG caused some problems by halting and such thing, but most of the time it ranked predicates
much higher than LIBLIT05 and processing through it was faster than other two [65].
4.5 Why Cause Isolation Scheme and SOBER
Systematic evaluation in [16] clearly shows that SOBER is most effective while tested on Siemens suit.
SOBERE was compared with other 7 algorithms and it proved to be the best by detecting 68 out of 130
bugs in Siemens suite [16]. SOBER was tested under inadequate environment and it proved most robust
and can handle partially labeled test suit and when it was tested on larger programs it significantly
identified memory as well as semantic bugs [16].
Liblit proposed a statistical debugging algorithm that encapsulates programs with predicates and perform
fault localization through statistical analysis of those predicates [16]. Framework described by Liblit
approached to guess and eliminate a deterministic bug and other non deterministic bug can be eliminate
logistic regression technique is used [16]. Cause Isolation Scheme is another most mature algorithm
which is an enhancement of Liblit05 for statistical debugging. Cause Isolation Scheme was tried on
multiple test studies and with thousands of input runs and it proved more efficient than many other
algorithms [73]. It helps to identify large variety of bugs in real world environment [73]. It is a fast
algorithm and it identifies bugs quickly and isolates bugs from code simultaneously [74].
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5. Implementation and analysis of SOBER and Cause
Isolation Scheme debugging algorithms in Ruby Language
In this section we explained the implementation of statistical debugging algorithms SOBER and Cause
Isolation Scheme (extension of LIBLIT) for the programs written in RUBY programming language.
5.1 Implementation guidelines
There are many statistical debugging algorithmic implementations available in different language
platforms. Most of the studies present the statistical debugging and fault localization techniques for
programs written in C and Java to localize and identify the bug infected source line of code. In order to
work on SOBER and Cause Isolation Scheme for Ruby programs, we will analyze the results of these
algorithmic implementations in accordance to the previous work done. For instance Netbean IDE is used
to code RUBY programs with instrumented predicates. There are many frameworks available for
development in RUBY but we implemented these algorithms in the basic framework (Netbeans, JRuby,
Jetbrains Ruby mine) of RUBY to analyze the results. There are different programming flavors available
for RUBY application development; however we developed programs in the standard RUBY
environment.
5.2 Process design
The proposed process of statistical debugging is composed of two main scenarios:
1. Statistical debugging by using traditional predicate base implementation and analysis.
2. Statistical debugging by using dynamic predicate evaluation and analysis.
Statistical debugging for programs written in RUBY language encapsulates two fundamental logics that is
process of predicate sampling and ranking. These fundamental logical implementations are in the form of
predicates. It results in the visualization of faulty areas, within the source line of code for sampled
programs. The localized locations related to bugs within the source code can be figured out by analyzing
the traces of output results.
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Figure 9: Proposed process of statistical debugging for programs in RUBY language

Figure 9 shows the high level design of proposed process for statistical debugging of programs coded in
RUBY language. This process involves further integrated procedures which lead to the different
procedures completion for statistical analysis of source code under consideration. The procedures
includes following steps:
1. Programs will be implemented with standard structures e.g. Loops, conditional statements,
method calls and object oriented structures.
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2. These programs are then instrumented at the critical areas of source code where bugs or failures
are most likely to occur. Looping structures are instrumented in such a way that a preceding
function will validate all iterations of the loop. The instrumented method will evaluate iterative
execution of loop and if there is any error during execution it will write the trace out to a text file.
3. Sampling process is next to instrumentation activity. In instrumentation identification of localities
where predicates will be implemented is done. Sampling process involves the implementation of
predicates in the form of specialized checks at the specified instrumented sites. The result
gathered from sampled sites will be used to statistically analyze the predicates evaluation, there
prioritization with respect of criticality of discovered bugs. Developers can work on the sampled
sites to minimize the impact and occurrence of bug during normal execution of program.
4. Next to sampling, ranking of predicates will be performed by using Tarantula fault localization
technique. The primary concern of the Tarantula fault localization is to locate those attributes that
are more likely to create a fault by execution of failed test cases in comparison with those that are
executed by passes test cases within source line of code [75]. As we are working on debugging of
execution during the loop iterations, so predicate ranking will be performed by looking at the
successful completion of iteration with in specified range.
5. The output generated from the sampled program will be analyzed by using SOBER and Cause
Isolation Scheme algorithms. Based on the evaluations of data set with statistical debugging
algorithms, predicates results will be normalized to visualize the high and low critical bugs within
the inspected source code.
5.3
Statistical debugging algorithms applied to RUBY Programs
The original statistical debugging algorithms SOBER and Cause Isolation Scheme uses the source code
snippets of RYTHMBOX and Siemens suits written in C language. The outcome of the statistical results
of these algorithms is a list of traces that are more or less likelihood to fault or bug within source code.
The criteria for implementing predicates to check the fault localization is changed in the proposed studies.
Previously predicates were implemented at multiple areas within code to examine the execution traces. In
proposed process of statistical debugging for programs coded in Ruby language, main emphasis of
debugging is done on loop structures and the associated iterative execution by looking at the loop
successful termination and incremented values. The purpose of iterative predicate implementation is to
check the successful run of source code during all iterations of loop structure. The implementation of
iterative predicates is done on both forward and backward iterative looping structures.
This section discusses the implementation and a detailed view of multiple predicates instrumentation in
program written in Ruby language. The test compilation and execution is performed on a sample program
in which multiple predicates were implemented at different locations to validate the iterative execution of
For and While loops.
5.3.1 The Ruby FOR Loop
The For loop is an iterative looping structure and is used in many dynamic programming languages with
different syntax. It performs the execution of specific process multiple times as specified in the range of
the iterations. The FOR loop syntax in Ruby language is a bit different as it uses the concept of
conjunction ranges for loop starting and ending iterations. The general syntax of For loop is shown in
figure 9. There are two types of for loop in RUBY
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i.
ii.

Inclusive loop
Exclusive loop

In inclusive loop last value of the loop will be considered and it is shown by using „..‟, and in exclusive
loop last value of the loop is not being consider and it is shown by using „…‟.
For Loop syntax
val1= ”starting value”
val2=”ending value”
for i in val1 .. val2 do
puts i
end

Out put
Value 1
Value 2
Value 3
Value 4
.
.
.

Sequence ranges



val 1 .. val2 Create a range from val1 to val2,
val2 inclusive
val 1 ... val2 Create a range from val1 to val2
,val2 exclusive

Figure 10: RUBY For loop syntax

Compilation and test setup
The test setup is created in such a way that during every execution of For loop, random inputs values will
be generated to starting, ending and increment values. The pseudo code and description of steps of test
setup implementation is shown in Figure 11. An instrumented For loop validation method will be called
at each iteration of loop to check and validate the start, end and sequence range values. The resultant
value of ForValidationMetod() method will return either True or False values during the iterative
execution of loop with in specified range. These True and False values then depict the false positive and
false negative traces of For loop structure with dynamic predicate based evaluations. The resultant values
gathered from automated script testing will then be used to statistically analyze the occurrence and impact
of bugs during the execution of the For loop. Figure 11 describes the syntax and flow of
ForValidationMetod() method.
ForValidationMetod()
ForValidationMetod(StartValue,EndValue,Gap)
{
Val1= StartValue
Val2= EndValue
gap= Gap
PredFlag=False
IF Val1 > Val2 # Prdicate 1
DISPLAY “Loop starting value is greater than ending value”
PredFlag=True
ELSE

Description







Get start, end and increment value as input
parameter.
Initialize predicate flag value as False.
Check whether Loop starting value is greater or less
then ending value.
If loop starting value is less then ending value it will
create an error in execution and can lead to a bug in
loop iteration.
Set predicate value as True if (IF Val1 > Val2) returns
True.

For J= <Val1> to <Val2>
Display “J”
PredFlag= false
ENDFOR
ENDIF
}

Figure 11: RUBY FOR loop compilation and test sample

The ForValidationMetod() method can be called at any place within source code where the debugging of
FOR loop structure is required. The output results are then analyzed to visualize and predict the bug
localities during the iterative execution of the FOR loop.
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Table 13: Success / Failure results of predicates FOR loop
Test Cases (I)
Execution result
Success Predicate
Failing Predicate
)

TC1

42

8

)

36

14

)

29

21

TC4

40

10

TC5

23

27

TC6

33

17

)
)
)

TC2
)
)

TC3

Success \ Failing Predicates

)

50
40
30
20

Success

10

Failing

0
0

2

4

6

8

Test cases

Figure 12: Success / Failure results of predicates FOR loop
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Evaluation and analysis
Table 13 summarizes the evaluation results of debugging of FOR loop structure in accordance to
proposed criteria given in figure 12. The execution is performed with six test cases TC1… TC6, and random
input values. Where, „Success predicate‟ shows executions of sampled predicates that returns True value
during the normal execution. Similarly, the column „Failing predicate‟ revealed the states of execution
when predicate is never observed i.e. execution stop or results to false output.
5.3.2 The Ruby WHILE Loop
The ruby WHILE loop is an iterative structure designed to run a process until a particular conditional
expression is evaluated to false. Iterations of While loop depends on the conditional statement embed at
the start of structure.
While Loop syntax
val1= ”starting value”
val2=”ending value”
While val1 < val2 do
puts i
val1 +=1
end

Out put
Value 1
Value 2
Value 3
Value 4
.
.
.

Figure 13: RUBY WHILE loop syntax

Compilation and test setup
The test setup will be created in such a way that during each iteration of While loop, random inputs can
be triggered to starting, ending and increment values. A While loop validation method will be
instrumented to debug the iterative execution of loop structure. The signatures of instrumented method
will contain the starting, ending and increment values. Three sub predicates P1, P2 and P3 are
instrumented within the WhileValidationMethod() method to recognize the success and failing execution
of loop. The function return value of WhileValidationMethod() method will be True or False depending
on the execution process with in the specified range of values i.e. starting, ending and gap. Since the
predicates are instrumented at three levels of this method so the ranking will be performed by looking at
the hue [75] value of each predicate accordingly. The predicate resultant values gathered from
automated script testing will be used to statistically analyze the occurrence and traces of bugs during the
normal execution of program. During normal execution bug occurred during the loop execution can
impact on the loop execution process or also affect the proceeding line of code associated to loop
structure. Evaluating the hue [75] value and then ranking of predicates based on the calculated value can
provide an effective visualization of high critical and less critical bugs due to incorrect loop execution.
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Description
WhileValidationMethod()
WhileValidationMetod(StartValue,EndValue,Gap)
{
Val1= StartValue
Val2= EndValue
gap= Gap
Pred1=False
Pred2=False
Pred3=False
IF gap > 0 # Prdicate 1
DISPLAY “Wrong Loop”
Pred1=True
ELSE
IF Val1> Val2# Prdicate 2
Display “loop iteration val1 is greater than Val2”
Pred2=True
ELSE
J=Val1
While j<Val2
{
...............
...............
J=J+gap
IF (J>Val2) # Prdicate 3
Display “Value cross the maximum limit of Loop”
Pred3=True










Get start, end and increment value as input
parameter.
Initialize predicate Pred1, Pred2 and Pred3 value as
False.
Check for iterating gap value is greater than zero.
If gap value is less than or equal to zero it will create
bug during the normal execution of loop.
If gap>0, set predicate Pred1 as True.
Check if initial value is greater than ending value, if
Val1>Val2 it will also lead to a bug in loop iteration.
Set predicate Pred2 as True.
Check for loop iteration terminating value before
next iteration starts, if next iterating value is greater
than boundary value it will create bug in execution of
loop structure. Set predicate Pred3 as True if
observed.

END
}
END
ENDIF
}

Figure 14: RUBY WHILE loop compilation and test sample
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6. Experiment Execution
The aim of this study is to present the statistical debugging process for programs coded in RUBY
programming language, and to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed approach. The
empirical validation of proposed strategy is performed on bug injected sample programs to visualize the
fault detection capability based on ratio of false positive to false negative. The significant factor kept in
experimentation process is to perform the critical subject selection so that it cannot affect the explicit and
hidden subject factors. In order to analyze the proposed process of statistical debugging; some sampled
programs of multiple versions including faulty and correct ones were coded with different scenarios
implementations. In this section a brief overview of our conducted experiment, selection of subject, the
process methodology, instrumentation and methods of validation are discussed. The main purpose of this
experiment was to identify the number of bugs and ranked them accordingly in different types of
predicates. Those bugs were categorized in false positive and false negative, and on the basis of those
categories effectiveness of algorithm was identified.
6.1
Subject selection
In order to statistically analyze the bug areas and fault localities for programs coded in ruby programming
language, we have selected the source codes related to different scenarios including the implementations
of control structures, string manipulation, iteration structures, file streaming process, object initialization,
exception processing. The main focus of analyzing the source code for the different scenarios was to
identify the bug localities, their impact on the normal execution of source code and the criticality of the
identified areas. Moreover code coverage related to identify bugs is also an important subject studied
during experiment process because it describes the impact of single or multiple bug execution on rest of
the code lines.
The programs designed for experimentation process were categorized to two versions, one having logical
and syntax bugs and the other with correct source line of code. The execution traces were recorded to
analyze the coverage of buggy lines of code during the normal execution of programs. Test suits with
random script base data inputs were triggered to sampled programs and execution logs were recorded to
analyze the triggering events of predicates.
6.2

Instrumentation process

During the experiment process, the subject programs developed for execution and analysis with test suites
were collected. For this purpose five programs were coded with correct and bug injected version of each.
Instrumentation process was done on these programs by injecting predicates within the source code at
different areas. These instrumented areas were then labeled as sampled sites having bug detection
information and the localities of the occurrence of bug during the normal execution of programs. The
value of each predicate at sampled site was stored during the execution of programs, so that the collected
results can be analyzed by using statistical debugging algorithms.
The resultant values of predicates either they were observed or not will be analyzed to visualize the bug
criticality and the impact on the rest of the source line of codes. Since each program is instrumented to
two versions, each of the sampled programs represents different fault localities and the coverage area
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suffered by the wrong execution of bug respectively. The template used to present the results of programs
execution in context of predicate observation, their True and False values is shown in figure 15 below.

S.no

Candidate
program

Number of
LOC

Instrumented
predicates

Observed
predicates

Predicates
observed
TRUE

Predicates
observed
False

Success / Fail

Figure 15: Predicates results observation template

6.3
Operation
The experiment process was conducted by keeping in view the object under study and measurements
related to these are recorded for further analysis. The main intention of experiment was to instrument the
faulty program source code with predicates and then record the execution trace out information.
Instrumentation is the process of introducing a bug in a program. This recorded information can be
analyzed by using SOBER statistical debugging algorithm for visualization of buggy areas within the
sampled source code and the affected coverage. The operation of experiment is categorized in to two
scenarios given in table 14:
Table 14: Operations setup for experiment scenarios

Session 1 –
Iterative Loop
Debugging
Session 2 – File
stream
Debugging

Operation 1
Operation 2
Instrumentation Instrumentation

Result Analysis

Result Analysis

The information gathered during the both operations includes execution logs and predicates evaluation
results i.e. either observed or what is the associated value. The test suits associated to each operation on
buggy and correct sampled source code version will be:
T (P) = {tc1, tc2, tc3, tc4,………, tcn-1, tcn}
The instrumented programs are executed for each test case
, the output of each test case will be o .
For instance the test cases T passes the subject program and implies o„ = o . Similarly the subject
program P fails if the resultant of o‘ is not identical to o . The classification of test suite T (P) will be
performed on the basis of the Pass and Fail value of predicates.
T (P)Pass ={
T (P)Fail ={

| o ‘=
| o ‘=

⇒
⇒

matches o }
does not matches o }

The statistical debugging process followed for control structures is based on dynamic predicate
evaluation, where during each iteration a predicate is generated that check the success or failure execution
of control structure. The program under study for debugging process is sliced in accordance to the
dependent and independent line of code, control structure and methods are debugged by using the
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dynamic predicate implementations. Independent lines of code will be debugged on the basis of
associated coverage area and preceding execution events. If the bug is observed during the execution of
control structure i.e. Loops, Switch-Case, conditional If statements, test cases associated to program state
and resultant False positive and False negative will be recorded to analyze the bug traces and coverage
infected by the particular bug.
The probabilistic analysis of predicates will be performed by looking at the resultant value of both
dynamic and static instrumented predicate. To analyze the results of predicates i.e. when predicate P is
observed and the results are TRUE. The process of evaluation bias is used. The evaluation bias process
provides the probability of implemented predicate for which the sampled predicates are observed [12].
The test case involves in the successful behavior of programs under study were evaluated on the basis of
source code coverage and its association with the injected bug. For a given test case out of the test suite, a
program predicate P or set of predicate can be visualized as more relevant to subjected program bug if the
probability of evaluation bias for successful runs
differs than that of
[12]. The
similarity function

given below depicts the similar run behavior of

and

.

The ranking of instrumented predicates within the source code will then be performed by taking negative
logarithm of similarity function as [12]:
⇒
The statements ranked with high value will be having most fault relevancy and developer should look for
the coverage area affected by these statements to detect the impacts of bug. A watchful review of source
line of code will be performed where the predicates P results to be false positive i.e. observed and result
to TRUE value. The False positive exist at those locations in the source code where the predicates were
observed and also results to TRUE, similarly the line of codes where the predicate evaluations is missed
are marked as False negative localities.
6.4
Experiment Sample
The experiment setup for the implementation of instrumentation predicates within the programs
developed in RUBY language is planned according to different level of programs structure. Each of the
sampled programs used for experimentation process was built in two versions respectively. The bug is
injected in one version of sampled programs sets and histogram of predicates occurrence is recorded in
separate repository to analyze by using the SOBER statistical debugging algorithm. The process of
predicate implementation and program instrumentation is shown in figure 8.
The experiment results when evaluated by using SOBER statistical debugging algorithms reveals the
occurrences of fault localities and their prioritization in context of impact on rest of the program
executions. The programs developed for experimentation process were labeled as test candidate where
each one is build with bug and without bug version. The test results analyze the test case suites with
random input values and behavior of bug during the normal execution of subject program.
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6.4.1 Test Candidate programs
The test candidate programs were selected for experiment process by keeping in view of multiple
programming structures in RUBY language. The variation of these programs lies within the simple
programs and complex module based structures. Since the main concern of experiment is to evaluate the
proposed process of statistical debugging during the iterative execution of looping structure in RUBY
language, however implementations are also done for object oriented concepts and file streaming related
programs. 5 test cases were designed for each program and 20 iterations were performed in each test case.
These test cases were designed to cater different aspects of a program. These 20 iterations were initiated
on the basis of SLOC and these cover every single aspect of program i.e. loops, conditions, regex,
calculations, function calls, exceptions etc. Iterations can be increased if number of SLOC and complexity
of the program increases. The candidate programs, associated methods LOC within these programs and
cyclometic complexity are described in table 15 below.
Table 15: Test candidate for experiment; Methods, Source line of code (SLOC), Cyclometic complexity (CC)
Levels
Test candidate
Methods
SLOC
Cyclometic
Complexity
(CC)
Level 1
Mean Median
median ()
32
4
Level 2
Level 3

Triangle
Create_File
Generate_Product_Table
Polynomial_calculation
JRuby_Calculator

triangle_type()
file_create()
Product_table()
Evaluate_polynomial ()
Calculator()

26
34
122
75
125

8
4
12
16
33

The test candidate programs described in table 15 were instrumented by injecting bug, so that the
execution behavior of program can be analyzed. The test candidates are executed on following
categorized scenarios. These programs were divided in three levels on the basis of SLOC, Cyclometic
Complexity, conditional and looping structures.
Level 1 includes programs with less SLOC, Cyclometic Complexity and conditional statements. These
programs have no loop.
Level 2 includes programs having more SLOC than programs in level 1 and with more cyclometic
complexity. These programs are based on looping structures.
Level 3 includes programs with highest Cyclometic Complexity and more number of lines of code. These
programs are based on looping structures, conditions and exception handling.
Statement level debugging
In statement level debugging, predicates are instrumented within source line of code to visualize the bug
localities at statement level of source code. The predicate implementation will be static based on the
computation level or source code statements. The results gathered from these predicates will then
analyzed by using SOBER and Cause Isolation Scheme, statistical debugging algorithms to rank the
buggy line of codes, which can be useful information for developer to track the flaws occurrences in
application source code. The line of code ranked with low ranking value is reported as most likely to bug
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and therefore need most of the review of developer to check for wrong executions. Similarly the
statement ranked with high value is associated with low value is assumed as less concern with the bug or
wrong execution of source code for program under observation.
Control structure debugging (For – While Loop)
Control structure level debugging is performed in experiment process by implementing dynamic predicate
scenario. During all iterations of control structure, a dynamic predicate is created and the execution
results associated to that is recorded. We proposed a scenario of dynamic predicate creation and
evaluation for control structure debugging.

Loop structure Debugging

class LoopCheck
def checkLoop(LoopType, startVal, endVal, gap)

LoopType

For

While
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Candidate
program

Number of
LOC

Instrumented
predicates

Observed
predicates

Predicates
observed TRUE

Predicates
observed
False

Success / Fail

Figure 16: Control structure (FOR - While) loop debugging

An automated class is created comprising of debugging methods implementation for FOR and WHILE
loop structure. The loop debugging methods are structured in such a way that these can monitor the
attributes required for loop execution i.e. starts value, gap and ending value, during the execution of
subject program. As shown in figure 16, ForWhile class is developed which contains the method
CheckLoop with parameters LoopType, startVal, endVal, and gap. The subject programs were scanned
by this class method to gather the predicate values during the normal execution of program source code.
The result values will be analyzed by observing the instrumented predicates, observed predicates and ratio
between TRUE, FALSE predicates.
File I/O debugging
Debugging process for programs related to file handling was also performed in the experiment execution.
A file creation program was coded in RUBY language that takes input from user the file name and
specified location and then creates a file. The main aim of debugging file I/O operation is to analyze the
bug occurrences and its impact due to the execution of File.open(“filename”,”mode”) during the normal
execution of program source code. The subject program was instrumented to two versions, one with bug
injected line of code and the other is correct without any anomaly. Both programs were executed for test
suite and the results of instrumented predicates were analyzed by using SOBER debugging algorithm.
Inappropriate program exit
Inappropriate program exit bug occurs when during normal execution of program some methods return
NULL values other then the specified method type return value. Evaluate_Polynomial program was
debugged to recognize such type of errors. The subject program was a complex source code that performs
the calculation of polynomial equation by taking parameters and values as input from user. During the test
suite execution, for some input values the program results in crash due to improper termination of
program methods. The program states for which program terminates due to improper exit was recorded
and then analyzed by evaluating the predicates results using SOBER and Cause Isolation Scheme
debugging algorithms. The resultant values were ranked in accordance to the predicates observed and
returned values. The line of code of subject program having low rank value is more critical and likely to
the occurrences of bug and hence need more practice of developer to minimize the impact of wrong
executions.
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7. Experimental Results
The aim of this research is to present a process of statistical debugging for program developed in RUBY
language as explained in Section 5.1. Moreover the presented process also provides guidelines of how to
perform the statistical analysis of program executions by observing the predicates results. As mentioned
in section 5.1, the subject programs used in experiment process were implemented in to two versions
having buggy and correct source codes. The instrumented programs were categorized to three levels
before implementation and execution as shown in table 16.
Levels

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

Table 16: Test candidate level categorization w.r.t to cyclometic complexity
Test candidate
Methods
SLOC
Cyclometic
Complexity
(CC)

Mean Median
Triangle
Create_File
Generate_Product_Table
Polynomial_calculation
JRuby_Calculator

median ()
triangle_type()
file_create()
Product_table()
Evaluate_polynomial ()
Calculator()

32
26
34
122
75
125

4
8
4
12
16
33

The subject programs were executed for test cases, the results of instrumented predicates was logged by
observing the correctly identified CI, false negative FN and false positive FP parameters. CI refers to
correctly identified bugs during the execution tests. FN refers to those bugs which were missed and could
not be captured by instrumented predicates. FP represents the number of execution traces associated to
source code lines which was marked as fault relevant even though they are not cause of bug or faulty
execution. The relevant parameters measurement related to subject programs are shown in table 17.
Table 17: Programs CI, FP,FN analysis for candidate programs

Programs
Mean Median
Triangle
Create_File
Generate_Product_Table
Polynomial_calculation
JRuby_Calculator

Iterations
5
5
5
5
5
5

Version 2 (Bug injected code)
Identified
Observed
bugs
CI
FP
FN
predicates
9
7
2
2
3
12
6
6
7
5
17
12
5
9
4
26
14
12
3
3
44
38
6
10
6
33
22
11
6
35
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Identified Bugs (CI,FP,FN) ------>

45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Identified bugs
Identified CI
Identified FP
Identified FN

Candidate programs ------->

Figure 17: Identified bugs vs. Subject programs

Figure 17 shows the candidate programs debugging results by using static and dynamic predicate
implementations. The graph in figure depicts the CI, FP, and FN and identified bugs on execution of test
cases on sampled programs. Each candidate program was sampled by predicates instrumentation at
statement, control structure and function level.
7.1 Single-Bug version
The aim of practicing the experiment execution for single fault version was to implement predicate base
debugging criteria to analyze the fault localities within the source line of code of sampled programs. The
observation gathered from this analysis was then used by statistical debugging algorithms to rank the line
of codes with indexes so that developers can practice more on critical fault localities to reduce the impact
of bugs. We implemented faulty versions of five candidate programs, with single bug occurrence and
resultant to failure execution across five test cases. We executed each sampled program having predicates
instrumentation with test suite data sets. The predicate results gathered from the execution traces consists
of False-Positive, False-Negative, observed predicates and total bugs examination values. Ranking of the
source line of code will be performed on the statistical mean value of suspicious traces.
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Table 18: Bug identifications for test cases of candidate programs

Bug finding for {TC1, TC2, TC3, TC4, TC5}

Candidate Programs
TC1
Mean Median
Triangle
Create_File
Generate_Product_Table
Polynomial_calculation

TC2
5
6
3
12
21

TC3
9
3
3
2
14

TC4
8
5
7
5
9

TC5
4
9
11
3
11

Observed Bug (Number)

25

12
10
16
1
2

TC1

20

TC2

15

TC3

10

TC4

5

TC5

0

Candidate Programs

Figure 18: Bug localization of candidate programs across test case executions

Figure 18 shows the result analysis of sampled programs execution for statistical debugging of single
fault versions. Each segment of candidate programs shown in graph demonstrates the bugs identified for
test suite execution for the sample candidate programs.
Performance Metrics
Bug localization quality can be measured by adopting framework based on sampled program‟s static
dependency. Performance metrics measure was proposed by Renieris et al [76]. A description of
performance metric evaluation for bug localities results is described below:
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For a candidate program P, the dependency graph is constructed by abbreviating source line of
code as node [76]. If the two or more source line of code has control or data flow dependency,
then there must be an edge between nodes.
The statements which become the cause of failure or wrong execution during the normal
execution of candidate program are referred as defected nodes and hence abbreviated as
.
Once the candidate programs were executed for test suite T, bug localization report will be
generated having traces of suspicious code statements. The suspicious statements with
corresponding nodes associated to bug localities are called as blamed nodes and hence
abbreviated as
[12].
Set of
nodes will be observed by software programmer to reach the defected nodes i.e.
statements having traces of bug. Source code statements labeled as blamed will be examined by
following breadth-first strategy to iterate the subjected nodes [12]. Each blamed node examined
by programmer is known as
. The T- score evaluates the percentage of source code
related to candidate program that need to be inspect to reach the bug site [12]. T- Score can be
calculated by using following formulae [12]. |V| is the size of program dependence graph.

The predicate results and execution traces of candidate programs mentioned in table 16 were examined
and T-score associated to associated source line of code was examined to measure the real cost in bug
localizations. A bug localization technique that generates helpful bug report with less code checking can
be visualized as more efficient. In other words we can say examined code and bug report are both indirect
proportional to each other i.e. the more code need to be examined for bug tracing the less will be the
resultant bug report quality [12]. The statistical debugging algorithms that produce ranking values of
source code of candidate programs leads the programmer to filter out the top – k most suspicious as
report [12]. The optimal k value related to reported bug with minimum code checking can be calculated
by using formulae [12].

represents the average computed value of T-score for diagnosed set of bugs and associated
covered source lines.
Mean Median:
Table 19: Located bugs w.r.t. examined code for Test cases { TC1, TC2, TC3, TC4, TC5}

Test cases
TC1
TC2
TC3
TC4
TC5

Total
SLOC
32
32
32
32
32

Examined
LOC
12
16
10
6
4

Examined code
%
Bugs
37.50%
50.00%
31.25%
18.75%
12.50%

5
9
8
4
12
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Total SLOC

Examined code & identified bugs
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Total SLOC
examined LOC
Bugs

1

2

3

4

5

Examined SLOC - Bugs

Figure 19: Graphical view of located bug’s w.r.t. examined code for Test cases {TC1, TC2, TC3, TC4, TC5}

Table 19 presents the examined code and identified bug statistics for Mean Median program developed in
RUBY language. It can be observed that in the execution of test case TC1, the examined code ratio was
high and hence the identified bug localities are less. However in later test case executions the examined
code coverage is reduced but the identified bug value increased subsequently.
Triangle:
Table 20: Located bugs w.r.t. examined code for Test cases { TC1, TC2, TC3, TC4, TC5}

Test
cases
TC1
TC2
TC3
TC4
TC5

Total SLOC
26
26
26
26
26

Examined
LOC
12
11
15
10
20

Examined code
%
46.15%
42.31%
57.69%
38.46%
76.92%

Bugs
6
3
5
9
10
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No. of SLOC

Examined code & identified bugs
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Total SLOC
examined LOC
Bugs

1

2

3

4

5

Examined code - Bugs

Figure 20: Triangle - Graphical view of located bugs w.r.t. examined code for Test cases { TC1, TC2, TC3,
TC4, TC5}

Table 20 describes the code coverage and identified bugs during the test case {TC1, TC2, TC3, TC4,
TC5} executions. The predicates observation and bug localization is performed by following the
debugging process identified by SOBER. Figure 20 shows the graphical view of the results obtained from
Triangle program execution. Different bugs were injected in the Triangle program source code, and each
version program was tested for five test cases. During all iterations we visualized different bug traces and
the program code effected from these. The instrumented predicates sites which present the bug locations
were ranked and then worked to minimize the impact of wrong executions.
Create_File:
Table 21: Located bugs w.r.t. examined code for Test cases { TC1, TC2, TC3, TC4, TC5}

Test
cases
TC1
TC2
TC3
TC4
TC5

Total SLOC
34
34
34
34
34

examined
LOC
15
14
21
27
31

Examined code
%
44.12%
41.18%
61.76%
79.41%
91.18%

Bugs
6
3
5
9
10
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Examined code & identified bugs
40

Total SLOC

No. of SLOC

examined LOC
30

Bugs

20
10
0
1

2

3

4

5

Examined code - Bugs

Figure 21: Create_file - Graphical view of located bugs w.r.t. examined code for Test cases {TC1, TC2,
TC3,TC4, TC5}

Create_file program was instrumented to investigate the bug localities at multiple locations within the
source code. The program on execution creates a text file having some data at a specified location. Two
main scenarios were kept in view during the instrumentation process. One scenario was to implement
predicate check at code location where text file attributes were creating in buffer, and the second scenario
was to check and validate the buffer value of destination where text file need to be created. The candidate
program with instrumented sites was tested for random test input values during five test case executions.
During the execution of test cases, predicates cumulative and individual resultant values were recorded to
analyze by using SOBER statistical debugging algorithm. From figure 21, it can be observed clearly that
the ratio of examined code is high and the identified bugs were also large in number as compared to
preceding iterations.
Generate_Product_Table
Table 22: Located bugs w.r.t. examined code for Test cases {TC1, TC2, TC3, TC4, TC5}

Test
cases
TC1
TC2
TC3
TC4
TC5

Total SLOC
122
122
122
122
122

examined
LOC
54
47
63
83
91

Examined code
%
44.26%
38.52%
51.64%
68.03%
74.59%

Bugs
12
2
5
3
1

68

Examined code & identified bugs
100

examined LOC

80

No. of SLOC

Total SLOC

Bugs

60

40
20
0
1

2

3

4

5

Examined code - Bugs

Figure 22:Generate_Product_Table - Located bugs w.r.t. examined code for Test cases {TC1, TC2, TC3, TC4,
and TC5}

7.2

Multiple –Bugs version
a) Evaluate_Polynomial

The aim of Multiple Bug version debugging was to implement the statistical debugging algorithms
procedures for candidate program with multiple bugs. The program coded for this concern was a
polynomial equation evaluation that computes the expression by taking input from user. The program was
coded in RUBY language and it contains the complex structures of pattern matching, string manipulation,
looping structures and file I/O operations. The program was structured in two versions, one was correct
and the other having bug injected at different locations in the source code. For experiment execution and
predicates traces during the execution of program for test suite T, we trigger the source code with five
case executions. During each execution, both correct and buggy version of Evaluate_Ploynomial was
executed with instrumentation at multiple localities within source code. The methods for candidate
program Evaluate_Polynomial with their description, level and instrumented predicates information are
described in table 23 below:
Table 23: Multi bug implementation setup for Evaluate_Polynomial program

Evaluate_Polynomial
Methods
def readints(prompt)

Level
1

def term_to_str(coef, exp)

2

def polystr(p)

3

Def pred_file

4

Operation
Function to read a line containing a list
of integers and return them as an array
of integers. If the string conversion
fails, it throws TypeError. If the input
line is the word 'quit', then it
converts it to an end-of-file exception
Take a coeff and an exponent and
return the string representation,
ignoring the sign of the coefficient.
Create a string of the polynomial in
sort-of-readable form.
Function to read the instrumented
predicate results from sampled sites
within source code

Instrumented predicates


P1 : if str =~ /^\-?\d+$/



P2 :
LoopDebug(start,range,
gap)
P3 : if exp > 0




P4:
LoopDebug(start,range,
gap)
Nill
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The candidate program was sampled with predicate implementations by dividing the source code to four
levels. The method having low level value is most critical and buggy executions can be observed at high
rate within the embedded source code. For instance the readints (prompt) method is indexed with level
one value and two predicates are implemented to localize the buggy areas in the source code. The results
gathered from these predicates were stored during run time so that the success and failure execution traces
can be visualized dynamically. The method term_to_str(coef, exp) is instrumented with one predicate that
checks the exponent value during execution of program. If exponent is zero or some alphabetic value, the
proceeding line of code suffered from this fault and hence desired results can‟t be achieved. The method
polystr(p) constructs the strings of polynomial in readable and default pattern i.e. a
+ bx + c. A
dynamic predicate evaluation method LoopDebug(start,range,gap) is implemented, that takes the string
range values and parameters and localize the faulty line of codes during the iterative debugging of looping
structures defined in the method.
Instrumented Predicates Analysis
The intention of developing a complex program having mixture of programming structure was to analyze
the results of instrumentation process i.e. predicate implementation for bug tracking and to analyze the
code coverage of source code from observed bugs. In previous section we present the results related to
single bug version where four different programs were coded having specific program structure. The
results of these single bug version candidate programs were analyzed to rank down the source code lines
with respect to suspicious factor associated to each line of code.
The Evaluate_Polynomial program was developed with implementations of multiple structure
implementations. The candidate program was executed with random input test data, to perform the
predicate base statistical analysis of source code. The program under observation requires a particular
sequence of method calls, which on execution results to successful or wrong program termination. The
Evaluate_Polynomial program executes on following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Read the polynomial coefficients from user.
Check if the input user is valid coefficient value as required for computing the polynomial.
Reads the value of x and compute the value of pattern a ,bx.
Construct the polynomial pattern by using the input values of coefficients and constants.
Match the constructed polynomial with a regular expression pattern to validate the output before
displaying to console.
6. The program will alerts and raise exception on wrong input by user.
7. Program will terminate if user enter “quit” as input value.
The program statistical debugging analysis of Evaluate_Polynomial in context of SOBER algorithm
guidelines is shown in table 24:
Table 24: Multi bug analysis in context of SOBER debugging algorithm

Methods
def readints(prompt)
def term_to_str(coef, exp
def polystr(p)
Def pred_file

Execution
5
5
5
5

Identified
bugs
5
11
4
0

CI
4
7
2
0

FP

FN
1
4
2
0

2
7
9
0

No. Of times
predicates observed
3
5
3
0
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Statistical Analysis - Evaluate_Polynomial
10
8
6
4
2
0
def readints
CI

4

def
term_to_str
7

def polystr

Def pred_file

2

0

FP

1

4

2

0

FN

2

7

9

0

Figure 23: Predicates execution analysis for methods embedded in Evaluate_Polynomial

7.3
Comparative validation of SOBER and Cause Isolation Scheme algorithms
SOBER and Cause Isolation Scheme are based on statistical analysis of predicates evaluations and their
results from the instrumented sites within the source line of code. Both techniques focus mainly on the
predicates instrumentation and their results during the normal execution of candidate programs. In
practice Cause Isolation Scheme computes the likelihood of the statements for which the crash occurs and
predicates observed as true. The difference of context and failure attributes reveals the probabilistic
difference of the predicates and hence represents the fault relevance score. The main distinction between
Cause Isolation Scheme and SOBER is the technique of evaluating predicates results. Cause Isolation
Scheme evaluates the predicates on the basis of True evaluation that associate with the program crash
during the normal execution of program statements. However SOBER models the evaluation distribution
of instrumented predicates P in accordance to passing and failing states respectively. The differential
behavior of failing and passing predicates reveals the bug relevancy for under observation candidate
programs. Moreover SOBER technique locates estimation of several instrumented predicates within each
execution process. On the other hand Cause Isolation Scheme denies considering each predicates during
execution process for fault localization and ranking process i.e. if predicate P is observed during an
execution and assessed as true for success and failure execution, SOBER assess states without
considering correct and incorrect execution anomalies. Cause Isolation Scheme ignores such predicates
which have different probabilistic values during the normal execution of subject program.
7.4
Evaluate_Polynomial
We examined the Evaluate_Polynomial program for both Cause Isolation Scheme and SOBER statistical
techniques to identify the comparative differences. We analyzed the methods identified in
Evaluate_Polynomial program with both probabilistic and non-probabilistic evaluation to present the
comparative validation of techniques.
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Table 25: Multi bug result analysis for Evaluate_Polynomial program

No. Of
SLOC
14
8
42
5

Methods
def readints
def term_to_str
def polystr
Def pred_file

Identified
Bugs (Cause
Examined Instrumented
Isolation
LOC
Predicates
Scheme)
10
2
2
5
2
1
23
8
16
5
0
0

Identified Bugs
(SOBER)
1
1
8
0

Located Bugs w.r.t Examined code
SOBBER - Cause Isolation Scheme debugging of Evaluate_Polynomial.rb

25

Examined SLOC

20
15

Examined LOC

10

Identified Bugs Cause Isolation
Scheme

5

Identified Bugs SOBER

0
def readints

def
def polystr
term_to_str

def
pred_file

Observed methods

Figure 24: Cause Isolation Scheme - SOBER Multi bug analysis for Evaluate_Polynomial program methods

The statistical debugging of Evaluate_Polynomial program is performed by implementing the predicates
codes within the defined methods of source code. The source program was executed for test data with
random inputs to analyze the predicates evaluation and their resultant TRUE or FALSE values
accordingly. The execution logs containing the program termination states, predicate observed results.
The fault localities diagnosed by performing statistical algorithmic revealed that the Cause Isolation
Scheme algorithm is more efficient to localize the buggy areas within the complex functions or program.
The code coverage for both test setups for Cause Isolation Scheme and SOBER was kept as static but the
predicate result analysis is performed by examination of observed predicates and those which relates to
correctly identified bugs.
7.5
JRuby_Calculator
JRuby_Calculator is a complex and UI based application developed for statistical debugging of the source
code related to windows based ruby application. Comparative analysis of SOBER and Cause Isolation
Scheme techniques was performed by evaluation of both probabilistic and non probabilistic evaluation of
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instrumented predicates within the source code. The candidate program consists of 125 source line of
code and 106 lines of code are covered by the predicates evaluations. The results revealed that SOBER
technique of predicate evaluation for bug localization is more effective
Table 26: Comparative analysis of JRuby_Calculator program

Methods
def setup_number_buttons
def setup_display
def setup_operand_buttons
def bind_events
def update_display(target)
def factorial( number )
def calculate_Main
def clear_display

No.
Of
SLOC Examined LOC
10
10
7
5
42
34
5
5
32
28
12
10
7
6
10
8

Instrumented
Predicates
2
2
12
2
5
5
3
4

Identified Bugs
Cause Isolation
Scheme
1
1
5
1
2
3
2
2

Identified Bugs
SOBER
1
2
6
2
2
4
1
3

Examined SLOC

Located Bugs w.r.t Examined code
SOBER - LIBLIT debugging of JRuby_Calculator .rb
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

No. Of SLOC
Examined LOC
Instrumented Predicates
Identified Bugs Cause Isolation
Scheme
Identified Bugs SOBER

Observed methods

Figure 25: Cause Isolation Scheme - SOBER Multi bug analysis for JRuby_Calculator program methods
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7.6
Limitations in Statistical Debugging
During experimentation multiple limitations have been figured out in using statistical debugging:
 It takes too much time to execute a program.
 It is difficult to perform statistical operations using statistical formulas.
 If improper ranking algorithm is used and predicates are not ranked properly, there is a possibility
that non-critical predicate has been identified.
 Identification of fault localization is important if it identifies wrong area of predicate whole
ranking and debugging will be faulty.
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8. Validity threats
When planning the experiment process, there are few factors that impacts on the results gathered from
experimentation process [77]. In order to visualize the relevant conclusions from the experiment, results
must be observed by keeping in view the uncertainty factors involved in the process. In this section we
will present the validity threats involved in experiment process for statistical debugging implementation
and analysis for Ruby programs. Primarily there are four types of validity threats involved in experiment
process [77].
Conclusion Validity
Conclusion validity concerns to the issues that impact on the capability to depict results regarding the
treatment and outcome association. In our experiment the candidate program were categorized to two
versions including both faulty and correct source code compendium. We apply statistical debugging
approaches on the results gathered from the candidate program versions and analysis is performed by
following the guidelines provided in related studies. However there is one factor which is affecting the
outcome and that is bug localization criteria followed for ruby programs. Since previously practical
implementations of statistical debugging algorithms were performed in patch of source code from
Siemens‟ application and also the analysis was performed in dynamic programming language base
systems. In our case we developed five candidate programs based on the implementation of different
language structures provided by Ruby language. The results concluded by us in experiment process were
to some extent symmetric to the analysis performed on Siemens‟ suit by using dynamic fault localization
techniques. Another important factor that is affecting results is open source projects. We tried to debug
some open source projects to make results more authentic but in Ruby mostly projects were less than 100
LOC or in different frameworks like Ruby on Rail, Grail, JRuby. Those projects mostly used different
libraries or web APIs and could not provide enough SLOC to debug.
Internal Validity
Factors that can influence on independent variables without examiner thinking and hence affect the basis
of study are referred as internal validity threats [77]. We conduct an experiment to implement the
dynamic fault localization techniques which were examined and executed to get an outcome. We
considered this outcome as our goal. Moreover related factors that can impact on results were calculated
and examined by doing in-depth assessment of the followed steps. This process and flow seems to cover
different aspects of programs written in Ruby. It gave desired results under controlled environment with
number of test cases. Different types of predicates were tested including regex, conditional statements,
return statements, loops and exceptions and their corresponding results were calculated and analysis was
performed. This analysis suggests that this process is scalable and can be conducted in different other
dynamic programming languages. Results obtained through this proposed process proved consistent for
different types of predicates including single and multibug programs.
External Validity
External validity concerns with the optimization and customization of study results to industrial practices
[77]. The statistical debugging process proposed by us for programs developed in RUBY programming
language is not much mature to be implemented fully in industrial setup. However the technical
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guidelines followed in this study and procedural steps performed by us in experimentation process for
dynamic predicate base fault localization can motivate the others related entities to show up the strength
and weaknesses. This process is the initial step to debug programs written in dynamic programming
languages, and is not tested in industry. It still requires further modification and authenticity from
industry to adapt. This process also requires testing on different open source programs, as all open source
were either very small or they were using some kind of APIs.
Selection of Subjects
The wrong or inappropriate selection of subject can also become cause of unsuitable results of an
experiment. The experiment conducted by us was scheduled by developing basic level subject oriented
programs. The coded programs were then prioritized to different levels by looking at the criticality level
and complexity of program structures. The subject programs selection was performed also by looking at
the cyclometic complexity of the source code so that effective and systematic way of fault localization
practice can be performed by following the subject related existing studies.
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9. Epilogue
9.1 Conclusions
In this research work, we have done with the theoretical and practical practices related to dynamic fault
localizations for programs developed in Ruby programming language. The in-depth knowledge of
research area is an important factor to work on the technical as well as procedural study of subject under
study. In our research work, the main contribution was to commence a dynamic fault localization
technique practice for program developed in Ruby programming language. We have done with this by
studying and reviewing the existing work done in this area. On the basis of elicitated knowledge from
previous work done and experimental dataset available related to statistical debugging for programs
developed in dynamic programming language, we transformed the most mature statistical debugging
techniques for program coded in Ruby language.
In traditional approaches in area of statistical debugging, fault localization was performed by
implementing static predicates implementations, but we introduced a new way of dynamic predicate
implementation in this research work. In first phase loops and iterative structure debugging is proposed in
our study that teaches developer to instrument the programs under observation in accordance to dynamic
predicate sampling. Results gathered from experimentation process were also evaluated statistically by
using two most mature statistical debugging algorithms SOBER and Cause Isolation Scheme. Since the
basic evaluation criteria of both the debugging algorithms i.e. both evaluate the instrumented predicates
and then assign the ranking to suspicious line of code. However there is a difference in presenting the bug
traces analysis of both techniques. SOBER technique localizes the bugs within inspected SLOC by
evaluating the predicates both for pass and failure states. On the other side Cause Isolation Scheme
evaluates the instrumented predicates on the basis of the program success or crash behavior during the
normal execution process. We implemented five candidate programs having different coding structures
i.e. Loops, string manipulation , Object oriented concepts, file I/ O handling, with two versions of each.
Each candidate program was instrumented in context of single and multiple fault version and results
gathered from predicates were analyzed by using SOBER and Cause Isolation Scheme debugging
algorithms guidelines.
In second phase, we followed statistical debugging criteria for program coded in Ruby programming
language to perform the comparative analysis of SOBER and Cause Isolation Scheme fault localizations.
Candidate programs having complex program structure were coded and then tested for random datasets as
input values. The bugs identified by the predicates implementation in multiple methods of
Evaluate_polynomial and JRuby_Calculator programs were ranked by following Tarantula technique.
Moreover the coverage area infected from the bug execution is also analyzed accordingly. The result
analysis performed by using SOBER and Cause Isolation Scheme algorithms facilitates the programmer
to investigate about the buggy line of code by looking at the traces identified by these algorithms.
However our study suffers from one limitation and that is the industrial validation of process practiced by
us to localize the buggy site within the source line of code of subject programs. The bug prediction
measure accuracy and statistical analysis of results computed by us during the experiment process are
enough acceptable because we successfully localize the bugs in candidate programs during our
experimentation process. Moreover the guidelines provided for statistical analysis of predicates results
also practiced efficiently in sufficient way.
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9.2
Future Work
The research work presented in the study provides the base for future work in the statistical debugging
techniques for program developed in Ruby language. We have practiced the fault localization techniques
by using standard Ruby programming framework, however possible research work would be exercised for
other available frameworks of Ruby programming language. The validation of steps followed by us to
perform statistical debugging of Ruby programs was performed by following the available guidelines of
statistical debugging algorithms in literature. However it can be further validated by implementing same
process steps for some industrial application or complex open source project developed in Ruby language.
Another future work in this research area would be the development of statistical debugging tool in
executable form that highlights the fault localities within the application developed in Ruby language as
there is no such tool available for DPL. The tool can be developed by implementing the debugging
procedures presented by different researchers. This debugging tool can facilitate the Ruby programmer to
statistically analyze their programs in context of bug existence and infected code coverage.
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Appendix I
JRuby_Calculator.rb
require 'tk'
require 'enumerator'
class Calculator
def initialize()

@Button_Num= []
#buttons 0-9
@Currunt_State_Operand = "" #currently operand
@Second_Binary_Operand = "x" #binary operation operand
@Button_Operand = []
#operand buttons

@binary_operators = {'*' => 'asterisk',
'/' => 'slash',
'+' => 'plus',
'-' => 'minus',
'%' => 'percent'}
@unary_operators = { 'x*x' => "operand ** 2",
'sqrt' => "Math.sqrt(operand)" ,
'sin' => "Math.sin(operand)",
'fact' => "factorial(operand)"}
@root = TkRoot.new("geometry"=>"345x220") { title "Scientific calculator!" }
@result_ready = false

launch_Display_GUI
bind_GUI_events
launch_operand_buttons
launch_number_buttons
Tk.mainloop
end
def launch_number_buttons
@buttons_frame = TkFrame.new(@root).pack("side"=>"bottom")
(1..9).to_a.each_slice(3) do |s|
s.each {|n| @Button_Num<< TkButton.new(@buttons_frame, "text"=> n.to_s) }
TkGrid.grid(*@number_buttons.slice(s[0]-1..s[2]-1))
end
@number_buttons.unshift TkButton.new(@buttons_frame, "text"=> "0")
@number_buttons[0].grid("columnspan"=>3, "sticky"=>"ew")
TkGrid.configure(*@number_buttons)
end
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def launch_operand_buttons
all_operators = @binary_operators.keys + @unary_operators.keys
@c_button = TkButton.new(@buttons_frame, "text"=> "C")
@c_button.grid("row"=>0, "column"=>3, "rowspan"=>2, "sticky"=>"ns")
(0..8).to_a.each_slice(3) do |s|
s.each { |n| @Button_Operand << TkButton.new(@buttons_frame, "text"=>
all_operators[n]).grid("row"=>n % 3, "column"=>3+(s[2]+1)/3, "sticky"=>"ew") }
end
@equal_button = TkButton.new(@buttons_frame, "text"=> "=")
@equal_button.grid("row"=>3, "column"=>4, "columnspan"=>3, "sticky"=>"ew")
End
def launch_Display_GUI
@display_frame = TkFrame.new(@root).pack("side"=>"top")
@display = TkText.new(@display_frame, 'background'=>"#FFF4C1").pack()
@display.font(TkFont.new('arial').configure('size'=>18))
end

def bind_GUI_events
@number_buttons.each do |button|
@root.bind("Any-Key-#{button.text}") { update_display(button) }
end
@Button_Operand.each do |button|
keysym = @binary_operators[button.text]
@root.bind("Shift-Key-#{keysym}") { update_display(button) } unless keysym == nil
end
@root.bind("Any-Key-equal") { calculate }
@root.bind("Any-Button-1") {|event| update_display(event.widget)}
end
def update_display(target)
return if !target.kind_of? TkButton
text = target.text
if (text == '=')
calculate
elsif (text == 'C')
clear_display
elsif (@unary_operators.include? text)
@display.clear
@display.insert("end", result = "#{eval(@unary_operators[text].sub(/operand/, @Currunt_State_Operand.to_s
))}")
@Currunt_State_Operand = result.to_s
elsif (@binary_operators.include? text)
@result_ready = false
@current_operator = target.text
@Second_Binary_Operand = ""
else
@display.clear if (@Currunt_State_Operand == "") || @result_ready
if @result_ready
@result_ready = false
@Currunt_State_Operand = ""
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end
if (@Second_Binary_Operand == 'x')
@Currunt_State_Operand += target.text
elsif (@Second_Binary_Operand == '')
@display.clear
@Second_Binary_Operand += target.text
else
@Second_Binary_Operand += target.text
end
@display.insert('end', target.text)
end
end

def factorial( number ) (1..number).inject { |prod, n| prod * n } end
def calculate
@display.clear
@display.insert('end', result=eval("#{@Currunt_State_Operand}
@Currunt_State_Operand = result.to_s
@Second_Binary_Operand = "x"
@result_ready = true
end
def clear_display
@result_ready = false
@Currunt_State_Operand = ""
@Second_Binary_Operand = "x"
@display.clear
end
end
Calculator.new
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Appendix II
Evaluate_Polynomial.rb
def Evaluate_polynomial(x, coef)
Final_sum = 0
coef = coef.clone
Final_sum += coef.shift
break if coef.empty?
Final_sum *= x
end
return Final_sum
end
def read_integer(prompt)
print prompt
input_line = readline.chomp
raise EOFError.new if input_line == 'quit'
substring_Value = [ ]
for strVal in input_line.split(/\s+/)
if strVal =~ /^\-?\d+$/
# Preidicate 1 If values contains operators
substring_Value.push(strVal.to_i)
else
raise TypeError.new
# Predicate 2
end
end
return substring_Value
end
def convertTo_string(coef, exp)
str_Value = ""
coef = coef.abs
str_Value = coef.to_s unless coef == 1 && exp > 0
str_Value += "x" if exp > 0
# Predicate 3 : x if exponent not 0
str_Value += "^" + exp.to_s if exp > 1
return str_Value
end
def Polynomial_String(p)
exp = p.length
p = (p.map { |c| exp -= 1; [ c, exp ] }).select { |p| p[0] != 0 }
return "0" if p.empty?
result = (if p[0][0] < 0 then "-" else "" end) + convertTo_string(*p[0])
for term in p[1...p.length]
result += (if term[0] < 0 then " - " else " + " end) +
convertTo_string(*term)
end
return result
end
begin
while true
print "\n"
begin
poly = read_integer("Enter polynomial coefficients")
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rescue TypeError
print "Try again.\n"
retry
end
break if poly.empty?
while true
print "Enter value of x or blank line: "
x = readline.chomp
break if x == ''
raise EOFError.new if x == 'quit'
if x !~ /^\-?\d+$/
print "Not an integer. try again.\n"
next
end
x = x.to_i
print "p(x) = ", Polynomial_String(poly), "\n"
print "p(", x, ") = ", Evaluate_polynomial(x, poly), "\n"
end
end
rescue EOFError
print "\n=== EOF ===\n"
rescue Interrupt, SignalException
print "\n Program Cancelled\n"
else
print "End of program\n"
end
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